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ABSTRACT

An investigation of the pattern and detenninants of frequent raidentid mobility
arnong highly mobile low-income f d e s in Winnipeg, this study features an examination
of the pattern and reasons for frequent mobility among low-income fafnilies in an
impoverished neighborhood using qualitative i n t e ~ e w i n g - The study particularly
advances previous knowledge about the residential mobiiity of the urban poor, especially
poor Aboriginal single-parent women in WinnipegThe main findings are that highly mobile households are predominantly headed by
po or, unemployed, single parent Aboriginal women. The major factors that influence
residential mo bility among Iow-income Aboriginal households are the need for low rental
accommodation and more living space- Since many of them were unemployed or worked
in low paying service jobs, the women limited their housing searches to inner city
neighbourhoods where they could access low rentd accommodation, Their need for low
rentd accommodation reflected their low incornes, Iow levels of education and reliance on
govemment transfer payments such as social assistance,
The other a d i n g was that the residential mobility of the low-incorne Aboriginal
women was determined in part by their perceived racial discrimination in the housing
market, This perception served to limit theïr housing search to, and within,
neighbourhoods with a high Abonginai population. The need for affordable housing,
reliance on agency help and prior networks of fiends and relatives for current housing
information, and the desire to iive among peopIe of similsu ethnic/cultural background ais0 '
led to a high concentration of Aborïginals in the study areaThese findings have implications for policy and programs aimed at the stabllization
and revitalization of impoverished uiner city neighbourhoods in Winnipeg. Prograrns
aimed at improving neighborhood housing conditions should feature targeting of highly
mobile Aboriginal lone-parent women. Additionally, policy and programs a h e d at
improving neighborhood conditions sho uld take into consideration specific residential
attributes, levels of ho using and neighborhood satisfaction. and O ther non-housing
circumstances, that trigger the mobility of single-parent Aboriginal women- Neighborhood
revitalization strategies for this neighborhood should take gender considerations into their
pro gram planring and implementation and strive to make physical development a vehicle
for achieving social and economic equity for Aboriginal lone parent women.
Further, instead of just targeting outcomes such as housing and neighborhood
sa~isfaction,neighborhood improvement programs would have greater positive impact on
low-income mobile families if they addressed other fkctors such as income and
employment. Initiatives attempting to increase the supply of adequate, suitable and
affordable housing for low-income families must also take into account the need for
appropriate training, and employment and childcare, for low-income single mothers.
Neighborhood revitalization initiatives should therefore provide more economic
opportunities for the poor in this neighborhoods so that f d e s c m earn a steady income
that could enable them to move upwards in the social and housing hierarchy.
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For rny children

Kemunto, Maati, Moraa and Kwamboka

For whom,

"Home is nowhere.. .a variety of locations.- -."

Home is the place, which enables and promotes ever-changing
perspectives, a place where one discovers new ways of seeing reality,
Pontiers of digerence.
(Hooks, Bell 1990: 48 - Yeaming: Race Gender and Cultural Politics)

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.0 Introduction

Residential mobility is a form o f housing adjustment that involves a household
move within the same Iabor market and is assumed to be motivated by a desire to change
some aspect of the housïng unit o r neighborhood (Quercia and Rohe 1993; Speare et al.
1975). As a ionn of housing adjustment, residential mobility enables Individuals and

households to change their residence to the one that suits them better (Mandic 2001).
Residential mo bility is t herefore the principal means by which individu& and households
adjust their housing needs to changes in household size, housing arrangements, income
levels, lifestyles, and job opportunities and preferences (Clark and Dieleman 1996; Rossi

1955). Residential mobility patterns indirectly teil us how city neighborhoods are linked
together and how they function as social and economic entities.
High Ievels of residentid mobility in many parts of inner city Winnipeg lead to a
high turnover of students in inner city schools- Teachers report that many of the movers

are households on weEire, that many of the households are headed by single women, and

that many are Aboriginals. The present study focuses on the rnobility experiences of lowincorne families that live in a poor d e r city neighborhood in Winnipeg - William Whyte.
The neighborhood targeted for the present study serves a school with one of the highest
mobility rates in Winnipeg School Division 1.

This neighborhood is located in what is

known as the North End. This area contains one of the largest concentrations of
Aboriginal people in Canada, many of them king fxst or second generation migrants fiom
reserves, and many are living in poverty-

The study examined households with kuidergarten to sixth grade children, and the
reasons for and pattern of frequent short-distance residential moves among these families.
The study used face-to-face in-depth i n t e ~ e w swith a sample of movers in order to
explore circumstances that initiated frequent moWig

1.1 Farnily Mobility

Residential mobility is the household decision that generates housing consumption
changes. This in tum changes the housing market and influences housing demand and
housing consurnption. The housing stock is the context within which households make
choices and acquire housing (Clark and Dieleman 1996). A household's decîsion to change
residence in given socio-political

CO ntexts

thus mmifests individual choice. It is assumed

that, an affluent two-parent f d y is likely to move 'upwards' and 'outwards' to take
advantage of a new job, better housing and better neighborhoods (Kearns and Smith 1994),
whereas a single-parent, poor o r minority family is Likely to be forced to move because of

poor housing conditions, unpaid bills. and evîctions (Lamer 1990).
According to Larner (1990), fiLimilies that move frequently are likely to be
receiving public assistance, and headed by Young, Iowly educated individu&. They live in
low-income neighborhoods in central cities where there is a shortage of quality low-income
housing. Moreover, these FcLcnilies are often faced with other stressful M e events such as
unemplo yment, hmdy or relations hip troubles, disruptive neighbors, substance abuse, and
debt (Harris 1995; Keams and Smith 1994; Lee et al. 1994; Lowe et al- 1998; Pribesh and
Downy 1999). Besides, these Fimilies have such few resources that they cannot freely
choose to move nor c m they cope weil with a move. They not only lack the econornic

security that enables families to choose freely to move, but social policies also play a major
role in constraining their choices to move.
A number of studies have found that residentid mobility often goes hand in hmd
with children's school uansfers (Astone and Mclanahan 1994; Kerbow 1996; South and

Crowder 1998a; Swanson and Schneider 1999). Residentiai mo bility has in tuni been
hypothesized as a possible cause of lower school achievernent for children fiom highly
mobile families (Astone and McLanahan L994; Hagan e t al. 1996; Pribesh and Downey

1999). Frequent changes of homes, fnends, schools and neighborhoods are purported to
lead

LO

il1 health, behavior problems. and poor school performance for clddren and to

w o n y and stress-related illness for parents. Furthemore, having to move again and again
deprives children not only of their present health, comfort and security, but also their
future, which depends in part on a stable home and a good education (Doyle 1992, quoted
in McIntyre 2000). The

CO mplex

relationships between residenual mobility and chiidren's

educational attainment and socialization have k e n well-documented (Hagan et. al 1996;
Ingersoll, Scamman. and Eckerling 1989; Straits 1987; Kerbow 1996; Newman 1988;
Pnbesh and Downey 1999; Wright 1999). These researchers argue that as a family

relocates to a new community, there c m be detrimental consequences on a child's
acadernic and social deveioprnent because of the breakdown in social networks, such as
extended family, friends and neighbors (DeWit et al. 2998).
Residential mobility welikens community-based social support systems as constant
moving often affects community social networks when movers leave behïnd friends and
familiar places, and begin to develop new fnendships and social connections in new

neighborhoods. This negatively affects children's development and weli-being, particularly

when children reside in econornicdy-disadvantaged neighborhoods. The effects of high
residential mobility for children from low-income farnilies are multiple - they do not
develop a sense of belonging to the school and community, and students f d behind
academicdy, behaviorally ;uid emotionaUy. Furthemore, pervasive student mobility not
only affects those students who frequently change schools, but it generally disrupts the
îùnctioning of classrooms and the basic operation of schools (Kerbow 1996).
According to Kerbow, issues of community and neighborhood Poverty contribute

to high levels of student mobility because poor farnilies are always makuig repeated
attempts to secure better housing, a safer environment -and better educational settings for
their children. In neighborhoods with a highly mobile population it is not possible to build
cornmunity, as people have no long-term vested interest in their place of residence as
farnilies that are highly mobile tend to show iittle involvement in their neighborhoods and
comrnunities (Bartlett 1997). The insecurity and transience expenenced by mobile fades
weakens the social bonds necessary to bind neighborhoods together and often extends to
the interactions of neighborhoods with their social institutions including schools. This

erosion of community social ties is viewed as a key factor in inner city decay and the lead
cause of children's behaviord problems in impoverished neighborhoods. If children
growhg up in irnpoverished environments in the inner city are elrpected to succeed, the
public school environment in which they grow and develop should be stable (Buerkle
1997). The viability of many inner cities not only depends on current community

development and policy initiatives to revitalize and stabilize Unpoverished inner city
comrnunities, but on the ability to continuously predict and plan for changes in these
communities, and the inclusion of inner city public schools as catalysts for revitalization.

1.2 Residential Mobility and Community Planning
This study focuses on housing and community-based planning, and specifically on
neighborhood-based planning. It is important to place residential mobilily in the context

of neighborhoods if planners are to formulate appropriate and effective community
development strategies that suive to revitalize impoverished communities. Cornmunity
planning often focuses on revitaiizing impoverished low-income neighborhoods by

improving the housing and infrastructure of these neighborhoods- A study of the pattern
and determinants of residential mobility of households at the neighborhood Ievel is

important in develo ping programs aimed at neighborhood stabilization and revitalization,
and at the presewation and efficient use of existing housing stock- Such a study would

dari@ relationships among specific residential attnbutes, levek of ho using and
neighborhood satisfaction and other circumstances under which household mobility is
undertaken (Quercia and Rohe 1993). For public programs to be effective, it is important
that they consider the o v e r d houshg and non-housing determinants of rnobility for people
leavilg or coming into an area. In order to place residential mobility in the context of

communities and neighbourhoods, the next paragraphs will provide a brief background o n
community planning.

Community planning in Canada, the United States and Europe has for long used
the neighborhood unit notion in a variety of formats to structure the residential portion of
the city (Kodge 1998)-According to Hodge, community planning is not only focused o n
the physical environment, but it is a vehicle for achieving social and economk objectives.

Community planning takes into account social and economic factors and seeks to
incorporate non-physical planning goals into the physical development propos&. The

anaiyses of current conditions and the forecasts of future conditions in a community form
one of the cornerstones of a comrnunity plan- The analyses of population, economic base,

and land use, define the range of possibilities for the community plamer. Many of these
analyses assist in clarïfyîng the relationships between the physicai plan and the social and

economic factors in the community (Hodge 1998: 230-231). Housing is one of the most
important subject areas where there Îs a strong interrelationship between the social and
economic objectives of community plans.
A city is usually comprised of a variety of distinct neighborhoods each with its own

character and reptation created by the characteristics o f residents, housing types, ages
and styIes and econornic activities. Moreover, each of the distinct neighborhoods have

different needs, issues and problems which necessitate different kinds and styles of
pro grams (Rohe and Gates l985:3) - Over the years, neighborhood-based planning has
increasingly become a viable and essentid part of comprehensive comrnunity planning
pro cesses that irûorm city-wide po licy, encouraging inputs, c1-g

priorities and

tamering support for neighborhood-level details of comprehensive plans (Chaskin 1998).
As a unit of planning, the neighborhood allows for better identification of particular

populations and issues, it provides a manageable s c d e that ailows for a more effective

focusing of resources and an opportunity to focus on particular planning needs and
O utco mes.

Neighborhood planning therefore attempts to address issues of concern to local

residents (as defmed by residents) that are crucial to the continued viability of
neighborhoods and ultimately the city as a whole. Neighborhood-based planning then
"ultimately concerns the issue of comprehensiveness and the realization that families

-

particularly poor famllies living in poor neighborhoods - have multiple needs and
concerns" (Chaskin 1998: 16).
According to Rohe aiid Gates (1985), neighborhoods represent the building blocks
of a city as the health of a city is largely dependent on the vitality of its individual
neighborhoods. The vitality of neighborhoods, as represented by their physical and social
conditions, to a large extent defines the quaiity of Life of urban residents and influences
individual decisions to stay or move to more desirable living environments. The decision

to rnove or stay in turn affects the local tax base and the overali viability of urban area.
The neighborhood is therefore chosen as the unit of study in this investigation because of

its "position at the crossroads of individuai and E i y needs" and also because its scale
offers greater opportunities for community capacity-building (Chaskin 1998: 16).
In poor inner city neighborhoods, inadequate housing and subsistence are everyday
concems for poor, marginal f.imdïes. One of the by-products of poverty and inadequate
housing for marginalised F d e s is a tendency towards frequent relocation. Although
inadequate housing plays a signif~cantrole in supportïng a pattern of constant mobility,
frequent rdocation for other families is re-inforced either by eviction, hostilities with
neighbors, or by the desire to improve living conditions (Bartiett 1997). For some of the
poor urban familes, the comuig together of multiple stressors force them not to remah in
one place for long or force some to move constantly. Consequently, there is growing
recognition among planners, community development practitioners and policy makers that
the availability of adequate and affordable housing is one critical component in the

creation of stable and vital communities. Planners who work with impoverished

communities draw upon many theories of planning in order to f o d a t e policies and
pro grams for the stabrlization and revitaikation of neighborhoods..

1.3 Comrnunity Planning and Planning Theory
Planners working in poor and irnpoverished neighborhoods are constantly faced
with challenges that cannot be effectively dealt with unless cornmunity control of the
pIanning process is sought and fostered- Planning with communities therefore ofien
requires that planners look into and draw upon planning theory to carry out what they do

and to critically examine their own practices in communities. The purpose of planning

theory is to guide and improve the practice of planning. However, there is not one ailembracing plannhg theory that informs the everyday realities that planners are confronted

with in different communities. Sandercock (1998) contends that because planning is
mainly done in the politicai sphere, planners need to açknowledge "a variety of theones,

depending on the context, depending on the purpose of the planner" (: 103). To this end,
the role of the planner in community-based neighborhood planning is guided by many
competing planning theories that have sought to "redefme precisely what it is that planners
'do"' (Sandercock 1998: 87)The practice of community-based neighborhood planning is informed by critiques

of the rational comprehensive mode1 of planning, that plmners have traditionaily relied on
to guide their activities. The rational comprehensive model emphasizes the development of
a general plan that covers the entire municipality. This model contends that a planner
would be acting rationdy by foilowing three general steps: (1) to consider al1 the possible

courses of action; (2) to consider di the consequences foliowing from the adoption of

each alternative; and (3) to select the alternative that would most likely achieve the
community's most valued objectives (Hodge 1998:191). Under this model, planners
develop a general city-wide plan that covers the entire municipality. This model assumes
that the overall public interest can be defmed and that the planner is the indisputable
knower who relies on professional expertise and objectivïty to do what is best for an
undifferentiated public (Sandercock 1998). This leads to little public participation as most
city residents do not have a city-wide agenda but are concerned about irnmediate problems
in the areas they live in - i-e., their neighborhoods.

Many planning

theorists

and

practitioners have

critiqued

the

rational

comprehensive model and c d e d for planning approaches that are more responsive to local
problems. That is, critics have faulted comprehensive planning for ignoring or
misrepresenting the needs of Iocal neighborhoods, excluding citizens from rneaningful
participation, achieving few tangible results mci overemphasizing physical development at
the expense of service delivery and social and political development (Altschuler 1965,
quoted in Rohe and Gates 1985; Friedman 1971). Others have also argued that the
comprehensive planning model has limitations that restrict its ability to address the full
range of urban problems hcing cities because it ignores the redistributive consequences of
planning decisions and ends up being used to promote the interests of the economically

advantaged over the disadvantaged (Rohe and Gates 298553). These criticisms have led
plrinners to seek other ways to plan with communities.
Some of the challenges to the rational comprehensive model of planning came
from advocacy planning. This model of advocacy planning was popularized by Paul

Davidoff (1965), who faulted the rational model of plannuig for failing to involve a

substantial number of citizens in the plan development process and hence fded to address
the question of rvho gets what (Sandercock 1998) in the planning process. The idea of
advocacy planning is that those who had previously been unrepresented would now be
represented by advocacy planners, who would go into poor neighborhoods, h d out what
those foks want and bring back their fmdings to the table in the planning office and çity
hall. Because of the claim that the public interest is not being served by the rational
comprehensive model, advocacy plamhg calls for many plans rather than one master plan,
and the full discussion of the values and interests represented by different plans

(Sandercock 1998). Advocacy planning expanded the definition of what it is that planners
do because, under this model, planners would now think about, and go kto, poor
neighborhoods and represent the poor in the planning process.
The early advocacy plamers, who were typicaiiy white middle class professionais,
offered their advocacy skills in poor neighborhoods and communities of color. But they
soon found out that, as outsiders, they would not bring the community together to plan,
and they were often not working with the tmly poor but with the more organized and
upwardly mobile elements of poor areas. Most important, they came to recognize that
what members of the poor communities lacked was not the technical skills that the

planners offered, but the power to control action (Sandercock 1998). From this experience
with advocacy planning, some planners sought to perfect advocacy planning by ailying
themselves with 'progressive' politicians in order to give the poor a voice in the planning
process and seek equity for poor neighborhoods. These came to be referred as equity
planners (Krurnholz and Fo rester 1990; Krurnholz 1994).

The equity planners sought to perfect the advocacy planning concept by w o r h g
with progressive politicians to 'redistribute power, resources, or participation away from

local elites and towards poor and working class residentsT(Sandercock 1998:93)- Equity
pIanning defines what plamers do much more broadly than does the rational
comprehensive modei. The equity planners are expected to gather information and analyze
it, formulate and reformulate problems, and shape public attention to issues that they see
as important (Krumholz 1994). Although equity planners begin with an understanding of
urban inequalities and questions of who is getting what out of local policies and plans, the

poor and the marginalised do not feature as part of the action, and do not feature as active
agents in the theory of Making Equity Planning Work (Sandercock 1998). A number of
planning theorists and practitioners (Forester 1989; HeaIey t 992, 1997; Imes 1995;
Peattie 1987) have drawn o n the local knowledge and political skills that exkt in poor

cornmunities to improve on equity planning. This has led to the sociai leamhg and
comrnunicarive action model of planning.
Planning as social learning and communicative action is based on the "fundamental
observation that planning is above ail, an interactive, communicative activity" (Sandercock
1998: 95). This model of planning was inspired by Forester (1989) and popularized by
such other notable scholars as Peattie (1987), and Imes (1995).

These scholars

emphasize communicative rationality and rely more on qualitative, interpretive inquiry

rather than on logical deductive andysis; they seek to understand the unique and the
contextual milieu of comrnunity plÿnning, and look for insights instead of trying to impose
order and defuiition (Sandercock 1998). The sociai learning and communicative action
model contends that planning is a form of critical listening to what is said and what is not

said, by whom and why. in what circumstances, and the observation of others' non-verbal
behavior (Forester 1989)- It is a mode of intervention that is based on speech acts, on
listenhg and questioning, and leaming how, through dialogue to shape attention
(Sandercock 1998:96). Although this theory departs signifcantly from the rational

comprehensive model, it does not address issues of empowerment as raised by the radicd
planning model (Heskin 1980; Leavitt 1994), that is discussed below.

The radical planning model has thus grown out of expenence with and as a critique
of existing unequal relations of power, opportunity and resources, and from questions

about what planners can do about these inequalities. The radical planning model was
inspired mainly by the works of Heskin (1980) and Leavitt (1994) who proposed that an
ernpowerment approach to planning is required if planners are to make a diKerence in the
lives of the poor, the excluded and the marginalised. They advocate bottom-up,
community-based approaches to planning and comrnunity enablement. Heskids and
Leavitt's description of radical planning is that of the community-based planner who
thinks strategically about the state and makes alliances with those planners who work with
state agencies; it is that of the plünner who "enables, assists but never imposes hidher
solutions and only offers advice when asked; this planner immerses him/her-self in the
community, hangs out with them, heips with research and preparation of documents,
advises on how to deal with bureaucraties, never does these thùigs for the community, but
always with them" (Sandercock 1998:94)-

According to Sandercock (1998)' radical pkmners need to develop a kind of
professional practice whose objective and method is that of 'crossing back and foah'
between the community and the state. This would mean developing new ways of knowing

-

as well as new ways of acting, in order to listen and understand voices that resonate with
marginaiity, exploitation and domination. These are 'voices from the borderlands': "the
voices of the multicultural city, of those who have k e n rnarginalised, displaced or
domhated ... subjective voices of experience, insisting on the relevance of that
experience" (Sandercock 1998: 110). This researcher has sought to listen to some of the
marginal voices and to put theU experiences in perspective by using research strategies

that accorded them the 'marginals' the opportunity to share their mo bility histories.

1.4 Mobility Rates in Winnipeg School Division o n e 1

Residential mobility in the inner city neighborhood understudy is higher than that
of the other Winnipeg School Division 1 districts- The 1996 Census of Canada shows that
2-year and 5-year population mobility rates for this part of the division are 30.4% and
62.4% cornpared to with 21.2% and 50.5% for Winnipeg School Division 1 and 156%

and 42.8% for the whole city. While student turnover rates for the center, north and south

districts of the Division are similar to the Division 1 year average reported in the 1996
Census, the inner city turnover is consideribly higher than the corresponding census
figure. This means that in the inner city, school children are more mobile than the general

population and that households with school-age children in the inner city are more mobile
than those in the other districts of the Division. Mobility rates in the inner city are
consistently in the Wty to sixty per cent range, contrasting with rates elsewhere that do not
exceed thu-ty per cent.

Graph 1 shows the student turnover rates in the four school

Paragraph land graph 1 are adapted from SkeIton, 1. and Mochama, A- (2000).Hypennobiliry: A W d y
of Moving o n tfze Margins; A paper presented at the Association of Collegiate Scbools of Planning
(ACSP) Con ference, Atlan ta: Nov 1-5, 2000.

districts over the penod 1984 - 1999. The vertical axis shows the student mobility rate as
a percentage of the total enrolment for each school year (shown in the horizontal axis)The school division determines the turnover rate for each school by calculating the student

mobility rates using data from the eight-month perïod from October 1 to May 31.

Mobility is d e h e d as the ratio of the total transfers (incIudes transfers in and tramfers

out) over the average month-end enrolment (Winnipeg School Division No. 1. 1996/97).

Graph 1: Student Turnover in Winnipeg School Division No. 1

Year

Studies that have exarnined the relationship between mobility and academic
achievement in Winnipeg (Madak 1980; Madak and McIntyre 1983) have suggested that
frequent student tram fers negatively affect a varïety of social and educational outcornes
for pupils in inner city schoob. These studies have reveded that student turnover rates in

schools that have large Aboriginal enrolhnents exceed 80 percent a ~ u a l l y . Since
Abonginal students seem to experience several transfers annually, frequent transfers are
highIy correlated with Aboriginal educational underachievement (Clathworthy 1983).

High rates of residential mobility among Aboriginal househoIds have been a long-

t e m concern in Winnipeg. A study on the Migration and Mobility of Aboriginal Peoples
in Canada by Clathworthy (1996) found that the residential mobility rate of Aboriginal

households in Winnipeg was as high as 72 percent. Chronic mobility was particularly
pronounced among Aboriginal families with preschool and school-aged children, and was
even higher (80 percent) among Aboriginal lone-parent f d e s . The primary reasons
given for Abo riginal's chronic mo bility were shortage of low-cost family housing,

extremely poor housing conditions and unavailability of culturally-appropriate housing for
urban Aboriginals.

Over the years the Winnipeg School Division No. 1 has put in place a number of
interventions to ease the negative impact of student mobility on academic achievement. These
interventions have involved the use of migrancy teachers and

CO rnmunity

development

workers to try and help parents resolve housing issues without moving (Higgitt, 1994). In
schools with very high rates of turnover, the division has set up housing registnes to assist
parents in locating safe and fiordable housing within the boundaries of their children's

(child's) schools. Despite these interventions, mobility rates in the inner city continue to be

high.

1.5 Significanceof the Study
Frequent changes of homes, fnends, schools and neighbourhoods are purported to lead
to ill health, behavior problems, and poor school performance for children, and to worry and
stress-related illness for parents. Furthemore, havhg to move again and agah deprives
children not oniy of their present health, cornfort and secunty, but also their fiitwe, which
depends in part on a stabIe home and a good education Doyle 1992, in McIntyre 2000)- An
understanding of the residential mobility of the poor will consider the adequacy of existing
theoretical understanding of residential mobility in the coatext of highly mobile low-income
households,

O ffer

insights into the nature of their marginaiisation and suggest intervention

strategies.
A study of the factors that affèct frequent residentid mobility among low-incorne

families in Winnipeg's inner city and its impliç'itions for urban school instability is
important for several reasons. First, a focus on the mobility experiences of poor farnilies is
important because mobility is closely associated with the wealth and well beîng of
households that move frequently. An understanding of the kinds of Fdmilies that move
frequently wiU give policy malcers a better idea as to who the chronic movers are, and their
speciric reasons for moving Second, there is need to understand that curriculum and
policy interventions to improve academic achievement and reduce high student turnover
cannot be effective unless Families and communities are stable. A better understanding of
the ho using conditions and neighborhood environrnents where mobile farnilies reside and

how these affect the mobility behaviors of households, would lead to the deveIopment of
progrms that would provide greater farnily stability. Third, an understanding of the
pattern of residential mobility for families c m help school districts to not only seek more
comprehensive housing-linked strategies to ease the negative impacts of mobility on
achievement, but would give schoois additional insights into the housing consumption
patterns of mobile households,
The realization that f&-es

move because particular housing situations do not

work for them should prompt schoob, as well as social service and commUNty agencies to
actively work with communities to develop effective multiple and interrelated solutions
that cater to the unique housing situations for different Familiamilies. As well, an examination of
factors that diminish or enhance mobility into and out of neighborhoods should refocus
discussion on the issue of housing and neighborhoods as areas in which improvements
shodd be made, in order to strengthen farnily stability, communities and schools. The
intent of this study is to provide greater insights into the residentid choices and constraints
that bear on poor Aboriginal households. As such, the fmdings should serve as lessons for
those interested in

CO mprehensive

community building, and the involvement of public

schools as catalysts for cornmunity revitalkation. In particular, this study will help to
inform current cornrnunity development strategies that focus on the provision of ai3ordable
housing in low-income communities in Winnipeg.

1.6 The Purpose of the Study
Identifying the specitic reasons for constant mo bility among poor Aboriginal families
with children, especially poor single-parent women, would lead to the review of current

interventio as and development of more effective and culturiy appropriate services, and
support systems for families dealing with residentid and school changes.
The specific objectives of this study were to:
1. Explore the housing and neighborhood factors that influence frequent mobüity. The

main goal has been to identifL the interplay of factors that mo tivate frequent mobility
among low-income families and to better understand the residentid environment

where these Fctrnilies Lve. The second goal has been to explore the experiences of
multipIe residential changes and the different ways in which families negotiate these

experiences. The mobility histories of various households have k e n documented to
help explain why these families moved several tirnes as weli as explah how their

experiences in different arenas have 'corne together' (May 2000) to place them in a
position of multiple disadvantage.
2. I d e n m the pattern of mobility, in order to determine the contribution of frequent

farnily residential changes to high student mo bility rates in elementary schoois in the
inner city school district of Winnipeg.

In order to main the above objectives, the foiiowing research questions were
forrnulated:
What are the major reasons for moWig among low-income families in the
study area?

What patterns of family movement within the study area can be discerned?
What are the relationships between mobility and housing conditions in the
study area?

A detailed discussion of the research strategy and methods is presented in Chapter

Three. In brief, the study speciflcally focused on those households wth Iandergarten to
sixth-grade children, who had moved two times or more in the k t four years. Data was
collected on the following: family demographics; situation of current accommodation;
reasons for recent and previous moves, perception of curcent and past residential
neighborhoods; mo bility history; and the presence of social connections among residents.
The current study used in-depth qualitative interview method to explore reasons
why poor families in a poor neighborhood moved frequently and then explored their

pattern of relocation- The study not only sought to identify key dynamics that caused
frequent moves but attempted to "re-insert the question of agency within a proper
consideration of the structures of opportunity and constraint" (May 2000, p.616) that
frarne a poor household's mobility decisions and behavior. By understanding mobility in a

choice-constraint frarnework, we c m begin to understand the comptexity of mobility
arnong fmilies deaiing with residentid and school changes. This should enhance Our
understanding of the residential mobility experiences of poor marginaiised families, in a
poor urbm neighborhood in Winnipeg, that may be extended to simiiar populations and
neighborhoods across Canada,
1.7 Limitations of the Study

This study has a number of limitations:
1. The main limitation for this study stems from the fact that it was conducted with only

those who had moved two or more times in the past four years. The study did not

examine the views of those who had used mobility intervention programs like
comrnunity development workers and housing registries,

2. The sample for the present study was derived from one neighborhood in the inner city
and did no t investigate

O ther

neighborhoods of similar o r different characteristics.

This sample may not be representative of serial movers and it is unclear if and how
these results can be generalized to other marginalised populations. It is recommended
that future studies examine a large number of participants in similar neighborhoods-

3. Housing markets v a . across urban areas and these markets undoubtediy affect
mobility.

The data for this study cornes from Winnipeg, a city with a relatively

inexpensive housing market and with high housing vacancy rates in the downtown
area. It is unclear whether the mobility experiences of f d e s in this neighborhood
with high vacancy rates and Iow rents would be repkated in tighter and even more
expensive markets in cities such as Toronto or Vancouver4. It was not possible to compare mobility data with school achievernent data. In order to

determine the impact of mo bility on academic achievement, it would be necessary to
compare achievement data for children from highly mobile households with data for
children of non-movers in the same o r different neighborhoods. Not only was this kind

of cornparison beyond the scope of this study, but it would have been impossible to
isolate the effects of mobility from other stressors in the lives of families and chiIdren.

It was therefore not possible to discern the effect of mobility on academic achievement
using the data coilected for this study.
5. Being the sole researcher and workuig with lunited fuiancial resources, the extent of

data collected and the interpretütion provided may be clouded by subjectivity. Thus, as

is common in qualitative research, subjectivity in 'hearing' and interpreting data is a
recognized limitation for a study of this nature1.8 Organization of the Thesis

Chapter Two begins by reviewing literature about residential mobility, the impacts
of rnobility on chïldren's schooling and the effects of mobility on neighborhood social

connections- Chapter Two ako examines the variables that have been associated with
residential mobility such as individual and social characteristics, inadequate housing and

issues of residential and neighborhood satisfaction as they relate to rnobliity. The chapter
ends by examinhg family mobiIity of the poor and outlines the framework used to explore
the residential rnobility of the poor in the present study.

Chapter Three outhes the socio-economic context of the neighborhood that was
the focus for this study and discusses methods used for this study. Specificdy, this
chapter explains how participants were selected for the study, the type of data coilected,
the interview process and procedures for data analysis,

Chapter Four presents the research fuidings- Factors that cause frequent family
moves and the patterns of relocation for the participants are discussed. By way of selected
rnobility histories, a detaiIed discussion of personal experiences of frequent movers is

presentedChapter Five discusses the fmdings of this study. The fist part of Chapter Five
provides a s u r n m q of the major fuidings. The second part provides a detailed discussion
of the fmdings in relation to the variables identified in the literature, and links chronic

rnobility to poor quality and unsuitable housing in the inner city. The last part of Chapter

Five discusses the contributions of the study by Iookïng at the implications of the study's

fiadings for planning policy and current comiiunity developrnent regarding mobile fnmilies
and children residing in poor inner city neighborhoods-

CHAPTER 2:LITERATURE REVIEW AND TKE0RETICA.L FRAMEWORK
2.0 Chapter Ovemew

Chapter Two is divided into five parts- The first part examines the theoretical
rno bZty modeIs and the reasons why families move, while the second section reviews the
variables associated with residential mobility, The third section examines the effects of

mo bility on children's academic attainrnent and the effects of mo bility on social ties as well
as reviewing recent literature that has specificaily examined the mobility of the poor. The
last part of Chapter Two presents a framework to help understand the key dynamics that

deterrnine residential mobility among the poor.

2.1. Models of Mobitity
Various theoretical mobility models have been advanced to explain why people
move. In general, these models have been used to address such questions as who is Iikely
to move, why they move and where they choose to move to. Mobility studies that have
used these mobility decision models have recognized the importance of M e cycle, location
and microeconornic consideratio ns in the individual ho usehold's decision to move

(Quercia and Rohe 1993: 2 1)Models of mobility have been categorized into two types: (1) utility maximization
models and (2) threshold models (Quercia and Rohe 1993: 21). Derived from
macroeco no mic theory, utility maximizution models theorize that a household will choose
its optimal level of housing and nonhousing consumption on the bais of its needs and

preferences, given its income and the pnces of the housing and nonhousing goods. These
models suggest that if a household shifts away from its optimal housing consumption due

to changes in needs and preferences for housing and nonhousing goods or changes m
household income, the household may adjust its consumption back to optimal levels by
moving, Accordingly, a household will move if it perceives that future benefits derived
from moving will be greater than those derived from remaining in the present environment,
taking into account al1 the costs associated with moving (Quercia and Rohe 1993). The
utility rnaximization models assume that households have perfect information about a l l
alternative residential locations and dl the costs and benefits associated with each move.
ï?zreshold rnodels assume that households have limited iriforrnatioo and thus

evaiuate only a limited set of alternatives- However, as for utility maximization models,
threshold models consider moving to be a response to unsatisfactory o r suboptimal
conditions (Quercia and Rohe 1993). Threshold modeis theorïze that a household will
decide to move if the characteristics of the household or neighborhood cease to sa&@ its
needs and preferences, A househo Id's dissatisfaction with the residential conditions wo uld
be caused by changes in the house o r neighborhood or in the household economic

conditions. The threshold models thereiore view moving as a household's reaction to
unsatisfactory housing

CO nditions.

Rossi (1955) fnst advanced the relationship between residential satisfaction and
mobility in his book, Why Families Move. Since then researchers have often
conceptualized the decision to move as a response to a range of stresses associated with
the current residence. Rossi's work hypothesized that household Life cycle factors such as

marriage, having children or the death of a spouse ~ i g ~ c a n t affect
ly
the decision to
move. Rossi conceptudïzed the mobility process as consisting of: (1) the decision to move
from the current location, (2) the search for alternatives, and (3) the choice among

alternative options. According to Rossi, a household wili decide to move from its current
residence when the household feels dissatisfied with the residential environment- A
household's dissatisfaction with housuig arises when there is a gap between its housing
needs and the characteristics of the residential environment. A household that is
dissatisfied with its present residential environment wdi then be expected to make the
decision to move in order to adjust or alter its current housing conditions- Rossi's work

led to the development of other threshold models of mobility (Bolan 1997; Brown and
Moore 1970; McHugh, Gober and Reid 2990; Landsdale and Guest 1985; Lee et al- 1994;
Morris and Winter 1978; Newman and Duncan 1979; Speare 1974; Speare et al. 1975;
Varady 1983; Wolpert 2966;)-

Wolpert (1966) proposed that a household uses a factor calied "space utility" to
evaluate whether or not its residentid environment is satisfactory. According to fhis
threshold model, a household will fmd its residential environment satisfactory if the
housùig space is suitable to the household's needs and expectations. A household that
fmds its residential environment unsatisfactory wili either, i) rnove to an alternative

location, or ii) change the housing unit so that it better satisfies the hous~hold'sneeds, or
iii) adapt the household's needs to the unsatisfactory situation (Brown and Moore 1970

quoted Ln Quercia and Rohe 1993: 24).
Speare (1974) proposed a threshold model of mobility that treated housing

satisfaction as an intervenin&variable in the decision to rnove- This model contends that an
individual's satisfaction with their present residentiai location is a close determinant of
mo bility considerations- Speare hypo thesized that members of individual households c m
be viewed as tied to a particular location by bonds to other individuals, attachent to the

particular housing unit, attachment to a job, a t t a c h e n t to a local neighborhood
organization or other local bonds. The strength of these bonds is reflected in a general
level of rssidential satisfaction. Since social bonds take time to build, the longer people

live in an area, the more fnends they are EeIy to have, and the less they are likely to
move, The higher the level of residential satisfaction, the less likely the person is to
consider rnoving. Speare's mode1 suggests that a person only begins to consider rnoving
from their current residential location o r house when a threshold of dissatisfaction has
been reached, In such a case, residential satisfaction acts as an intervening variable
between individual variables and the desire to move to an alternative location-

This model views residential relocation as a possible response to the residential
dissatisfaction that may occur at different stages of the Me course. Residentiai satisfaction

is in turn thought to be influenced by an individual's personal and We cycle factors such as
age, education, incorne and household composition. According to Speare (1974)

residential dissatisfaction beyond the threshold level could be caused by such factors as a
change in needs of a household. a change in the social and physical amenities offered by
particular housing o r a change in the standards used to evaluate these factors- Speare et al.
(1975) f o n d empiricai support for the model in a study of moving decisions of Rhode
Island residents. For instance, physical detenoration of a d w e h p unit, the neighborhood,

a change in job conditions o r a change in social bonds to other persons in the area would
lead to dissatisfaction with a residence and trigger a decision to move.
A number of researchers have testeci Speare's model and found that the model is

no t applicable across different groups in the population. While several studies have found
that ho using satisfaction and neighborhood satisfaction are important detemiinants of the

propensity to move (Deane 1990; Landsdale and Guest 1985;Varady 1983), other studies
have suggested that severai other factors affect mobility directly without k t affecthg the

levd of residential satisfaction (Landsdale and Guest 1985; Newman and Duncan 1979;
Varady 2983). For example, Varady (1983) found that the age of the head of household,

race, length of residence, size of metropolitan area and other factors had a direct effect on
the Iikelihood of moving- These factors had no effect on the IeveIs of housing and
neighborhood satisfaction. Varady found that the level of ho using satisfaction and the
likelihood of moving were negatively associated with black households, long tenured
residents and households with older household heads- Renters and households headed by
females were associated with the likelihood of movulg but no t with the level of housing
satisfaction (p.194). Landsdale and Guest (1985) found that the Ievel of housing
satisfaction and neighborhood satisfaction were not good predictors of the decision to
move. They contend that structural factors such as age, household size, incorne, housing
tenure, and community a t t a c h e n t and the number of friends in a neighborhood directly
affect "thoughts of moving" more than they affect residential satisfüction.
Speare's model of residential satisfaction is however, not applicable across
dîfferent groups in the population (Stokols and Shurnaker 1982)-The model does not take
into consideration factors in the wider social context within which moving decisions are
made. Although households may consider housing and neighborhood satisfaction when

mo-,

other quality of M e indicators such as econornic weli being may be better

predictors of moving. When choice and resources are factored in, residential mobility

models rnay be limited in their usefuhess for explaining mobîiity among disadvantaged
households who lack resources and are severely constrauied in terms of options o r ability

to plan rationaiiy (Higgitt 1994; Quercia and Rohe 1993; Stokok and Shumaker 1982).
Furthemore, Speare's residential satisfaction model fails to take into account ''hterrelated
variable effects" on moving decisions since various variables may s ~ u l t a n e o u s l yexhibit

indirect, direct and both indirect and indirect effects on the mobility decisions (Quercia and
Rohe 1993, p- 24)Interrelated variable effects have k e n incorporated in subsequent mo bility models.
Based on the prernises of the threshold models, Monis and Winter (1978) proposed a

model that explains residential satisfaction in terms of "housing deficit". The housing

def'icit model suggests that families evduate their housing according to certain cultural and
family norms. If a household's current housing fàils to meet their needs and expectations
for tenure, size, quality and structure type, families experience a normative housing deficit
between their current housing and housing norms. The household becomes dissaùsfied
with their housing and neighborhood, and makes attempts to reduce dissatisfaction by
making changes in the housing or by movuig to another place, so as to bring their housing
into conformity with their needs. The choice of housing adjustment for a household i. in

tum influenced by such constraints as search costs, moving costs, other transaction costs
associated with moving, and the emotional or psychologicd costs associated with moving
away frorn neighbors, fnends and familiar surroundings- Morris and Winter 's model

however, did not take into consideration "the level of housing adjustrnent relative to nonhousing consumption in assessing the role of housing conditions on the housing
adjustment decision" (Quercia and Rohe l993:27)-

Quercia and Rohe (1992) proposed a revised model that ùicorporated nonhousing
consumption factors. According to this model, a household with low neighborhood

satisfaction is expected to move regardless of the level of housing satisfaction because
individual househoIds cannot, in general, correct unsatisfactory neighborhood conditions

without moving. On the other hand, a household with high neighborhood satisfaction and
low housing satisfaction may not move but will adjust its current residential environmentThis kuid of household is expected to choose among specfic non-moving adjustments on
the b a i s of relative costs (Quercia and Rohe 1993, p.28). Non-moving adjustment

behaviors woutd include changes in the household members' expectations and standards
so that the household "copes" with suboptirnal housing conditions and standards (Cook
and B n h 1997).

Other studies have extended the residential satisfaction modei to include the

influence of housing characteristics and features of the neighborhood environment on an
individual's assessrnent of residential satisfaction and considerations about moving (Bolan

1997; Lee 1978; Lee et al. 1994; McHugh, Gober and Reid 1990). These researchers have
argued that some structural variables do not just intluence residential satisfaction, but they

d k c t l y determine actual rnobility and that levels of housing and neighborhood satisfaction
only predict the desire to move but do no t influence actuai mo bility. Some househoids may
not always change residence, despite being dissatisfied with their residential environments.

However, they may attempt to reduce dissatisfaction with their dwellings by either
undertaking physical improvements on their residence or by changing their attitude
towards the residence (McHugh, Gober and Reid 1990, p.8 1).

In their study of rnobility expectations, McHugh, Gober and Reid (1990)
hcorporated such housing characteristics as age of the dwelhg, homeIrenta1 value and
household crowding. These researchers found that these variables, in conjunction with life

cycle factors have a direct impact on owners' and renters' mo b fty expectations. Deane

(1990) showed that an individual's housing adjustments both deviate residential
dissatisfaction and influence subsequent mo bility patterns- Lee et al- (1994) demonstrated
how measures of a neighborhood's objective and subjective context impact an individual's
mobility expectations and behaviors and suggested that individuals' perceptions o c and
expenence i?, their residential environments determine whether they move or stay.
Mo reover, a number of mo bility studies have recognized that residentiai satisfaction is no t
just an important component of an individuai's general quality of life, but it detemines the
way an individual responds to the overali residential environment (Cook and Bruin 1997;

Ha and Weber 1994; Lee et al. 1994).
The general assurnption underlying the above theoretical models and research

concerns is that people plan and actualy move because of reasons that are correlated with
such variables as demographic, housing and neighborhood characteristics. Other research
suggests that people often move in search of better housuig quality, better neighborhoods
and better schools (Lee et al. 1994; Speare 1974; McHugh et al. 1990; Hams 1995). Such
research, however, focuses on moves that ;Ire voiuntary and assumes that all moves are
made in a bid to move to better housing and neighborhoods. Not ail moves necessarily
result in improvements of housing quaiity, irnproved neighborhoods or better schoois.

Many variables play an important role in influencing family residentiai relocation- The next

section wiil examine variables that have been hypothesized to influence residential
mo bility.

2.2. Variables Associated with Ra-dential Mobility

In the following sub-sections, the following factors are examined: age of
ho useho lds, farnily size and composition, race, gender, housing tenure, education and
incorne. These factors are hypothesized to work together o r in some combination to
influence mo bility.
2.2.1. Age of Households

Several researchers have

CO nsidered

the relatio nship

between household

characteristics and residentd rno bility- A number of these researchers have suggested that
age has one of the strongest relationship with mobility because young households are

likely to be more mobile than older households (Deane 1993; Earhart and Weber 1996;
Rossi 1955; Speare 1974;)- Rossi (1955 [1980]) suggested that a households will make
the decision to move when housuig needs change as they move from one Me cycle to
ano ther. Rossi contended that most short-distance household moves are for Me-cycle

reasons and that residential mobility peaks when people form families and have youog
children. Younger households are iikely to be more mobile because in this perïod in the Me
cycle changes typicaily occur that genente mobility, such as household formation and

expansion and career and income changes (Clark and Dieleman 1996). The older
households are the least mobile because theïr residential environments are either more
suited to them or there are few residential options available to them (Bruin and Cook

1997; McHugh et al, 1990)-

2.2.2 Family Size and Composition

Another variable that has been exarnined but where findings are not yet conclusive

is family size. Some researchers contend that residential mobility increases with family size
(Speare 1974; Roistacher 1975; Rossi L955), while others maintain that mobility and

family size are not related a t

aU (McHugh et al. 1990)- Those researchers who contend

that family size affects mobility point out that it is extremely difficult to find adequate

housing for large Families. Large families tend to experience frequent moves because they
are always tryïng to fmd a place to live that is safe, adequate and affordable when they
need it (Hennepin County 1998).

2.2.3 Race, Gender, Education and Income
Some researchers who h w e examined the relationship of education and mobility
(Morris and Winter 1978) suggest that the level of education and income are not related to
the propensity to move, while others (Speare 1974) found that income is negatively
related to changes in residential location. However education is closely related to income
and income determines the kind of housing and neighborhood individuals choose to move

to.
Studies have investigiited the relütionship between mo bility and other household
characteristics such as race, gender, empIoyment, education and income (CIark 1992;

Cook and Bruin 1996; Harris 1995; Spain 1990; Massey e t al. 1987; South and Crowder

1988b) - Miissey et al. (1990), Clark (1992) and Harris (1995) suggest that race determines
the kind of neighborhood people tend to move to and from. Minority and poor households

are likely to move from one poor neighborhood into another poor neighborhood (Keenan

1998; May 2000; Massey et al. 1994; Skelton and Mochama 2000; South and Crowder
1997, 1998a, 1998b)-

Ln their study of the racial diEferences ui intra-urban residentid mobility in the
USA, St. John and Edwards (1995) found that African-Americans Iive in lower quality
residential environments and get less housing and neighborhood quality in retum for their

socio-economic resources than whites. These researchers indicate that African-Amencans
opzrate in restricted housing markets that lead them to lirnit their searches to

predo minantly Afncan- Amencan neighborhoods- Although Afncan-Americans move as
often as whites, they irnprove theïr residential environments less when moving.
Researchers that have examined racial differences in housing quality as a retum to
socio-economic status, have found that Afiican-American housing tends to be older, more
structurally hadequate and more crowded than white housing (Bianchi, Farley, and Spain
1982, quoted in St. John and Edwards 1995). Similarly, a report on the Housing

Conditions of Aboriginal People in Canada by the CMHC (1996b) found that, compared
to non-Aboriginal populations, approximately three quarters of urban Aboriginals live
below one or more core housing need standards of affordability. suitabulity and adequacy.
The report States that one response to poor housing and econornic conditions is to move.

According to the CMHC study's fmdings however, moving either did not resolve their
houshg need or they expenenced little hprovement in their housing situation because the

housing conditions and residential environments Ui the housing markets in which they
operated were inferior.
Also, researchers thüt have examined racial differences in neighborhood or

community quality as a return to socio-economic status (Massey and Condran and Denton

1987) found that African-Americans in the United States live in neighborhoods with lower
percentages of owner-occupied housing and lower median household incomes than did
whites and other minonty groups. African-Americans were also Iess likely to live in census
tracts with less desirabie social, economic and physical characteristics (Massey et al.
1987)- Afncan-Americans were found to experience less irnprovement in housing and
neighborhaod quality when they moved because they moved in much more restricted
housing markets than whites and other minonty groups- The same c m be said of
Abonginal populations in Canada since most of them live in neighborhoods with low
median household incomes and with low percentages of owner-occupied housing (Social
Planning Council of Winnipeg 2000)-

In a study of the migration and mobility of Abonginal people in major Canadian
cities, Clathworthy (1996) found that chronic mobility among Aboriginal households in
major Canadian cities was due to a combination of the factors of race, gender, education

and income. Urban Aboriginals experienced extremely poor ho using conditions because
they had lower incomes than the general population and therefore could no t access quality
affordable ho using. Lower incomes were attributed to Iower levels of educational
attainment. Levels of educatio nal attauiment, in tum, correlated positively with
unernployment status since those with lower educational levels were Iikely to be
unemployed.

Aboriginal people c'conùnue to be at the bottom rung o f the economic

ladder in Canada, have the highest unempioyrnent rates, e m less, depend more on welfare
and suffer from extreme poverty more than non-Aboriginal Canadians" (Beavis et al.
l998:7). Also, Beavis et al. suggest that Aboriginal single-parent f a d e s , large f d e s
and wo men-headed families were wo rs t hit by adverse econo mic conditions that included

very poor housing conditions. Because of this position of multiple disadvantages,
Abonginal households moved frequently in a bid to resolve their housing situation.

Sp a h (1990) contends that female householders typically have fewer economic
resources than married couples o r male householders- Because of theü rneager economic
resources,

female householders are disproportionately located

in central cïty

neighborhoods with the oldest most deteriorated housing and lowest rents. Their rneager
resources not only b i t their ability to compete in the housing market, but their move into
certain "neighborhoods of last resort" tends to mark the beginning of the eventud
abandonment of this housing (p.90)-Because female householders are relegated to the
most deteriorated, dbeit leüst expensive, housuig they move frequently in an attempt to
reduce housing costs. However, with each move their housing affordability deciines and
housing quality does not improve. Female householders are thus more lfkely to expenence
horizontal or downward mobility than upward mobility after a move (Spain 1990, p.99).
A low-income single mother's decision to move or stay in a given residential

environment is said to be infiuenced by both family structure and resources. Single
mothers have the sole responsibility of providing for their families with few financial
resources. Because of the strain of attempùng to provide single-handedly for the needs of
their households with lirnited reso urces, single mo thers develo p preferences for housing
that tends to differ from the 'culturd' n o m - By developing 'unconventional' housing
dissatisfaction with their housing

preferences female-headed households

'avoid'

environrnents (Bruin and Cook 1997).

Besides, female-headed and racial rninonty

households tend to have the fewest housing and neighborhood options because their

mo bSty is restricted within a particular urban settïng due to housing market discrimination
and limited fmancial resources (Cook and Bruin 1993;South and Crowder l998b).
2.2.4 Housing Tenure

Housing tenure has been suggested as one of the most decisive housing-related
predictor of residentid mobllity, A number of studies have shown that homeowners tend
to be more stable than renters (Rossi 1955; Speare 1974; Speare et al. 1975; Varady

1983) and to have lower mobility desires than renters (McHugh. Gober and Reid, 1990).
Explmations for this relationship centers on the economic investrnent of home O wuershie
and the abiiity of homeowners to make structural changes in their residence (Earhart and

Weber 1996). Homeowners have much greater authonty to modifjr their dwellings and
thereby increase their satisfaction with their residence (Rossi 1955) while renters have no
such authority. Also, renters have littie fmancial commitment to their homes as not
renewing a lease and looking for a new residence is a much easier process than s e l h g a
home (Harris 1995)-

Mobility researchers have also given considerable attention to the duration of
residence as an explanation between housing tenure and mobility. It has been hypothesized
that because of the greater uivestment that owners place in their homes, they tend to Iive

in their neighborhoods longer than do renters. Speare (1974) and McHugh et al. (1990)
conclude that the longer a fûmiy h e s in a home, the Iess likely they are to move. Recent

studies have shown that in addition to housing tenure, the spent in a neighborhood
signifcantly reduces the likelihood of mo bility (Bolan 1997; Earhart and Weber 1996).

House age, quality, value and structure types have also been hypothesized as
factors that &ec t residential satisfaction. Research findings on the relationship between
house age, quality, value and structure type and mobility has k e n conflicting. Some
researchers have fou nd that housing size determines mobility behavior (Landsdale and
Guest 1985; Rossi 1955; Speare 1974) while other researchers (e-g., McHugh e t al. 1990)
have suggested that there is no relationship between house size, quality of the dwelling,

house value and mobility. House a p and quality may however determine the condition of
housing and determine the household members overall satisfaction with the dwelling.

Since oider houses rnay be in poorer condition than newer houses, people who live in
older stock housing may experience more housing problems.
In Canada, the Core Housing Need mode1 is used by the federal government,

provincial housing agencies and others to monitor housing conditions and assist in design,
delivery and evaluation of housing initiatives. This model is said to reflect contemporary
Canadian values and is used to compare the housing conditions of daerent groups i d o r
different jurisdictions. The Core Horrsing Need model is based on the concept that a
household should have access to a dwelling unit which is adequate in condition, suitable in
size and affordable. According to thk rnodel, a dwelling is deemed to be below:
Adequacy standard if it is perceived by its residents to be in major repair or if it
is lacking adequate functioning bathroom facilities.
SuitabiIity standard, and thus crowded, if fewer bedrooms are available to
household members than prescribed by the National Occupancy Standard
(NOS).
Affordability standard if 30% or more of household income is used to acquire
shelter (CMHC, 1996a: 2).

If a household's housing falls below any of these standards that household is
comidered to be in core hocrsing need. Similarly, a household may be dissatisfied with

their housing if they perceive it as behg below one or more of the core housing need

standards and therefore decide to move in an attempt to improve their housing conditions.
Satisfaction with the house may also be determined by the perceptions of household
members of how well the d w e h g meets their overall needs and the suitability of the
surroundhg community in terms of how the neighborhood is perceived to be (CMHC
1996a, p.3).

2.2.5 Neighborhood Effects

Studies that have examined the role of social pro blems in mo bility decisions touch
directly on neighborhood quality and satisfaction (Harris 1995; Higgitt 1994; Lee et al.

1994; Oropesa 1989; Varady 1983). These studies stress such social issues as

neighborhood crime rate, neighborhood deterioration, neighborhood socio-econornic
status and the quality of public schools, as factors that affect mobllity in or out of
neighborhoods,
Oropesa (1989) points out that certain aspects of neighborhoods context play a
role in actual rno bility decisions because neighborhood characteristics influence residents'
decisions to rem& in or move from an area. For those households wishing to change
residence, bo th the current neighborhoods of residence and po tential destination
neighborhoods form the context relevant to residential mo bility. Withh each (current o r
destination) neighborhood, pro perties of the local real estate market (e-g. prices,
vacancies, and housing segregation) facilitate or constrain movement (Lee et al 1994).
Moreover, certain perceived neighborhood attnbutes such as neighborhood deterioration,
adequacy of senices, safety, social ties, and accessibility increase one's chances of rnoving

or staying (Lee e t aL 1994, Varady 1983). If any of these attributes poses some degree of
threat to a household's

investment in a residentiai setting, reIocation from that

neighborhood is considered. Such investment may be in exchange (economic) or use

(quality of life) value of the housing-neighborhood package and may involve a significant
emotional component (Lee e t al- 1994, p. 265).

Lee et al-(1994) studied the impact of neighborhood context on mobility thoughts
and on actual mobility on a sample of Nashviile residents, They found that while individual

statuses such as age and tenure remained important antecedents of mobility, subjective
features of neighborhood context played a major role in the decision to move or stay.Although being older, being a homeowner and being a long tirne resident reduced the

chances of moving, how urbanites viewed and experïenced their neighborhoods ïndirectly
determined whether they moved or stayed put (p. 264). Lee et d a ' s fmdidiogs also sugpest
that in a household's mobility process, "resident's perception of what their community and
other communities are Iike" may influence rnobility. Neighborhood perceptions are, in
turn, influenced by the social milieu (such as the racial mix, income level, crime rate,
relations among neighbors) and the physical quality (density, congestion, sueet
maintenance, type of housing) of the neighborhoods in which residents Lve. Therefore,
when residents' perception of their comrnunities is cross-cut by both social/physical and

currentkhange dimensions, they infonn the residents' decisions to move or stay in a
neighborhood (p. 253).
Neighborhood satisfaction has also been hypothesized as a significant predictor of
housing satisfaction and mobility (Cook and Bruin 1993)- In their examination of factors
that contribute to housing and neighborhood satisfaction among urban dweilers and the

effect they have on mobility, Cook and Bruin found that individuais were likely to be
satisfied with housing if they were satisfied with theû neighborhood, Neighborhood
satisfaction in turn depended on a kick of problems, removd of negative elements in the
neighborhood or absence of complaints. The more neighborhood problems a householder
expenenced, the more likely he or she was to move (Varady 1983)- The existence of
neighbo rho od pro blems therefore influenced residential mo bility throug h higher levels of

ho using dissatisfaction,

2.3 Effects of Residential Mobility
2.3.1 Effect on Children's Schooling
The negative effects of r e d e n t i d mobility on academic attainment have
implications for the viability of many inner cities, hence the need to discuss them here.
Education, which inçreases a youth's skills and employment opportunities, is an important
compo nent in the revitalization of impoverished inner cities. As indicated earlier,
residential mobility erodes children's cornmunity social suppon and leads to increased
conflicts between the impoverished environments in which children growing in the inner
city grow and develop and the school environment in which they are expected to succeed

(Buerkle 1997). The erosion of community social support is viewed as a key factor in

inner city decay and the cause of children's behavioral problems in impoverished
neighborhoods. Consequently, if schools are to be catdysts for the revitalization of
impoverished communities, we must Look at the impact of f d y residential mobility on
academic achievement,

Family residential mobility is often considered a risk factor for children because it
often goes hand in hand with school changes- As a result of moving, children net only
experience a loss of friends and sociai networks, but they have to adjust to a new school, a
new cumculum and a new set of acadernic standards at the same time as they try to fit in
with a new peer network (Buerkle 1997). A number of studies (Haveman, Wolfe and
Spalding 1991; ïngersoll, Scamman and Eckerluig 1989; Wright 1999) have found bat for
children from highly mobile fimilies, moving is associated with emotiond and behavioral
problerns, declines in educationd attahment, and decreased occupational attainment. In
particuiar, low achievement scores are associated more highly with students who move
within the sarne school district than with students who move into or out of a school
district,

Mobile low-income students have k e n found to frequently transfer within the
same school district while higher income students often transferred into and out of a
district (Alexander et al. 1996). Wright (1999) compared the impact of intra-district and
inter-district mobility on academic achievement and found that low achievement scores
were associated more highly with students who moved within the school district than with
students moving in or out of a district- However, the effect of mobility was confounded
with family incorne and ethnicity. Likewise, Nelson et al. (1996) found that both poor
performance and mobility for of Iow-income urban students could be related to other
influences such as at-risk-family traits,
Independent of family background characteristics, moving has been associated with
dropping out of school (Coleman 1988). Coleman contends that each time a child changes
schools because the family moved, important social ties that are important for the child's

cognitive and social development are often damaged and sometimes completely severed.
Residentiai mobility is therefore a significant measure of the strength of the social
connections between individuals (e-g. parents, teachers, neighbors and children) and in
social groups or institutions (e-g. families, schools and neighborhoods). Student
performance is enhanced by strong social connections between residents and institutions ia
their comrnunity.

Frequent mobilïty therefore negatively affects school performance

because within-family ties are stressed and withîn-cornmunity ties with teachers,
administrators and other comrnunity members are often lost:
Because parents are less likely to have relations with teachers .,, or with other
parents of children in the school .,. and the child is less likely to have relations
with other adults in the community ... if the f d y has recently moved and the
child has had to change schools (p. 596).
Children (and parents) who are new to a community have less information about the
schooI system and are Iess likely to take full advantage of the resources in a particular
school than children who have lived in the community for a long tirne. In addition, children
attending a new school may feel socialiy isolated and marginalised because teachers are
less likely to invest in a child they do not know very weU (Astone and MacLanahan 1994).
As such, families who are more embedded in a network of social exchanges outside their
ho useholds (with SChools, parent-teacher organizations and O ther families) are better able
to develop their children's human capital than those who are not (Hofferth et al. 1998, p.
248-9).

MoWig is believed to have a negative impact on social relationships because
moving disnipts (or interrupts) the network of important social relationships with persons

in the school, the neighborhood, the community and perhaps, the family (Pribesh and

Downey 1999, p. 522). According to Pnbesh and Downey, social ties both within the
family and between the comrnunity can determine students' performance and school

completion because social ties are a resource that interacts with parents' other resources
ta enhance or reduce the m o u n t of schoohg completed, According to this perspective, a

student who changes both schools and residences loses both school and community ties
and shodd experience the biggest d e c h e in social relationships (hibesh and Downey

1999, p. 522). Thus, dzerences in academic achievement between movers and non-

movers c m be parti'ally attributed to the deches of social relationships expenenced by
students who move, &O,

the kinds of famllies that tend to move are llkely to have other

pre-existuig disadvantages that combine with mobility to cause poor academic
achievement- For instance, children who frequently moved were also more k e l y to Live in
poor families, were less Wely to live with bo th biolopical parents and their families are less
integrated into the peer network and community (Buerkle 1997)Residential mo bility adversely affects educational outcornes and particularly
explains the dserence in school completion between children in two-parent intact families
and step-parent famiiies (Astone and McLanahan 1994: Hagan et al. 1996; Haveman,
Wolfe and Spaulduig 1991; McLanahan and Sandefur 1994;). McLanahan and Sandefbr

(1994) found that residential mobility foiiowing divorce accounted for 25 percent of the

increased rislc of dropping out of high school for children of divorced parents, and
residential mobility explains 18 percent of the educational disadvantage associated with

living in a single-parent family and 29 percent of the disadvantage associated with living in
a step-family (Astone and MacLmahan 1994). These effects are influenced by age
(Haveman, Wolf and Spaulding 1991), social support (MacLanahan and Sandefùr 1994)

and poverty (Hofferth, Boisjoly and Duncan 1998). Hagan et aL (1996) found that

compared to non-movers, movers were significantly less likely to complete high school or
coilege and were more likely to have lower levels of educational attainrnent.
A study carried by the Hemepin County Office of Planning and Development

using data from the Minneapolis Public Schools found evidence that it is not mobfity in
and of itself that determines educational outcomes for mobile children (Hennepin County
1997). The Hemepin County study focused on public school students who had transferred

within the district or moved uito the district. Students were defmed as mobile if they
changed residence three or more times in a year and a haif. The study found that mobile

children were more likely to have ~ i g n ~ c a n tlower
ly
test scores than students who did not
move and that rnobility was highly correlated with factors such as ethnicity, low socio-

econornic status and fmily structure. The Hennepin County study also found that a
family's attitude and reason for a move was important in predicting rnobility outcomes- In

particular, if a family moved to better quality housing or a better neighborhood, then

rno ving was associated with positive acadernic outcomes for school children.
2.3.2Effect on Social Connections
One of the effects of residential changes is the breakdown of social relations and

networks among residents in communities with highly mobile populations. Families need
social networks to handle disruptions such as residential mobiIity and school transfers and
to meet the day-to-day challenges facing them as weii as provide their children with skills
necessary to be successful across environments (Buerkle 1997; Gunnarsson and Cochran

1990). Social networks provide families with the social support to mediate the negative

effects of residential mobility and school transfer. In the fiterature (Coleman 1988, 1990;
Gurnnarsson and Cochran 1990; L m e r 1990), this support is descnbed as social capital,
support networks and social connections among residents-

One of the consequences of frequent residentid moving is breakdown of social
networks. Coleman (1988) uses residential mobility as a proxy for the loss of socid
relations and argues that residential mobility dismpts the social relationships among
households and within communities. Coleman argues that those who move several times
leave behind familiar places, and established networks o f family and friends on which they
depended for assistance, information and normative controls, and have to develop new
friendships and establish new connections with the new place. Because it takes
considerable investment to build up social connections in a new place, serial movers are
less likely to invest in their communities (Coleman 1990)- Frequent family mobility
therefore undermines the development of community attachments by increasing the social
distance between residents (Furstenberg and Hughes 1995). Some studies (Coleman 1988,
1990: Gunnarsson and Cochran 1990) have also suggested that social support networks

provide resources to help with child r e d g and parenting support, especialiy for single
mothers who have fewer resources to use when copïng with stress.
L m e r (1990) studied a sample of rnovers in Sweden and the United States in
order to assess how social networks are actudly affected by locd moves- This study found
that Afican- Arnerican f d e s tended to be the most mobile (56%), were most frequently
headed by a single mother who was below 30 yeus old and were most often renting their
homes. In addition, most African-American families moved locally within their
neighborhood or they "shifted only frorn one address to another in the sarne building o r

block, a move that would not even alter relationships with neighbors" (p- 209). Lamer's
study found that white families in the United States were the Ieast likely to move (32%)
while the Swedish sarnple fell in between (41%)-The study also found that the largest
groups of moves were those made by choice, usualiy with the airn of hproving housing
conditions- The need to have more room for a family of growing children was commonly
cited as reason for rnoving while many other families moved to find cheaper rent o r Iower
utility bills- A large number of families moved unwillingly, propelled by negative
experiences in their home o r neighborhood- For example, the study found that concerns
about neighborhood safety, fies, cockroaches and refusals of landlords to make repairs
prompted families to move (p- 212)- L m e r describes mobility-related experiences of the
families in these three cultural groups as reflecting policy environment and economic
circumstances, i-e. rental markets. racial discrimination and employment situations in inner
citics. According to Larner:
Swedes moved by choice hoping to upgrade their housing standard. The
relatively few white Arnericans Fimilies who moved tended to shift from
one rental unit to another, seeking more space and better neighborhoods
but often not fmding satisfaction .-.the most frequent movers were the
Afncan-American families, ... most moved between apartments within the
central city, kept there by joint ïnfiuences of chronic disadvantage and
continuing racial discrimination (p. 213).
Larner concluded that although moving does influence social ties, the changes

brought by local moves are modest and are often seen as positive. Furthemore,

moling was f
u from the only force disrupting social relationships and the social
impacts of local moves often combined with many other changes in the Lives of
mobile families.

In their study of support networks for single parents in Sweden and the United
States, Gunnarsson and Cochran (1990) hypothesize that single mothers are more
vdnerable to suessfûi M e events and common everyday strains mainiy because they have
fewer social and personal resources to cope with the effects of stress. Guninarsson and
Cochran found that neighbor support for blue-coliar single mothers was much lower than
that for single mothers of a higher class- They suggested that lessened support might be
due to living in substandard housing areas where crime and fear are high. They suggest
that certain kinds of community support c m provide single parents with opportunities for

expandîng their social relations, and that such expansion is associated with improvement in

their children's performance in school. In addition, they argue that it is environmentai
stability and variety provided by the expanded network that result in the change in school
perfo rrnance.

According to Bartlett (1997), new residents fmd minimal support among their
neighbors in the frst year &ter relocation, while those who are highly mobile have been
fo und to show little persond involveinent in their new neighborhoods and cornmunities.
As a result, households who change residences often are unlikely to have strong

neighborhood ties and are less likely to participate in neighborhood improvement
associations of any kind. The erosion of community social support is viewed as a key
factor in inner city decay (Buerkle 1997).
Neighborhood ties and sentiments not only affect residential mobility but they also
afTect community participation and politicd action. Oropesa (1989) looked at how
political action reiates to mobility and found that in areas lacking in both social solidarity
and community attiichments a resident's political organizaticn to soIve neighborhood

problems is undermùled- Oropesa further contends that rnembership in neighborhood
associations significantly influences mobility even f i e r socio-economic status, housing
related reasons for moving and other types of problems are controlled

(p- 437).

Membership and participation in neighborhood improvement associations tend to reduce
the likelihood that individu& wiii ieave communities they are dissatisfied with, because
neighborhood associations are a mechanisrn for d e m g problem solving strategïes and
coordinathg the political action of members, Thus by king involved in neighborhood
associations, members will not readily leave the neighborhood they are dissatisfied with.
2.4 Residential Mobility of the Urban Poor

Recent rno bility iiterature ofien portrays single-parent poor fandies as most kely

to move frequently because of poor housing conditions, evictions or fatnily violence,
whereas better off f d e s move in search of better houses and better neighborhoods
(Buerkle 1997; Kearns and Smith 1994: Larner 1990). Buerkle (1997) suggests that
"frequent mobility arnong poor families is often part of a forced coping style when
affordable housing is no t affordüble, living conditions are sub-standard or support networks

are transitional" (p. 42).
A number of studies (Bartlett 1997; Higgitt 1994; K e m s and Smith 1994; Keenan

et al. 1999; Rivlin 1990) have investigated the processes underlying the mobility decisions
of marginalised urban populations and found that residential mobïiity processes for the
urban poor dfiers from Rossi's (1955) classic analysis of Why Families Move. These
studies have found evidence that muginalised urban populations tend to be significantly
more mobile than maulstream populations, presumably because the kind of housing they

can afford is senously inadequate for their housing needs- For instance, Bartiett (1997) has

argued that for poor households, the decision to move is not a rational cost-benefit
analysis, but "is often a case of weighing the untenable against the unknown" (p. 128).

Specificdly, minority and poor households are more likely than other families to move
because of poor housing conditions, unpaid biUs and evictions. Mïnonty and poor families
are also more likely to move from one poor neighborhood to another poor neighborhood
(South and Cro wder 1997, 1998a, 1998b) - Furthemore, Literature on residentiai
segregatio n suggests that historical discrimination in housing markets c m be related to
CO nternpo rary residential

mo bility for certain minority populations. Similady, discrimination

based on race, gender and economic status influence minority preferences to live in samerace neighborhoods (Massey and Denton 1993).
Researchers who have studied homeless fiundies and children point out that there

is an association between frequent mobility and homelessness (Beavis et al- 1998; May
2000; Rivlin 1990). According to RivLin (1990), moving creates a form of temporary
homelessness that exists until roots are established in a new residence. Rivlin distinguishes
between different forms of homeIessness: the invisible, the hidden and the potentially

homeless. Two of these types of hornelessness bear association with higMy mobile
families: the hidden and the potentially homeless. Rivlin contends that many of the
frequent movers cm be likened to the invisible homeless because they are able to pass as

people with homes. Rivlin k e n s other frequent movers to the hidden homeless in that they
are able to find temporary, marginal shelter with a farnily o r fnends.

Other frequent

movers can be likened to the potentidly homeless peopIe because they are housed in
housing of such poor quality that have detenorated to the point where the residents are

forced to rnove (1990:44)-

Highiy mobile farnilies have similarities to the hidden and

po tentially homeless because they are both severely under-housedRivlin (1990) contends that poor families are the fastest growing homeless group
and that periodic and temporary homelessness occurs as result of multipie pressures that

force people to leave their homes. Homeiess f.dmilies not only experience high rates of
rnobility, poverty, family break up and violence, but that their lives "have k e n almost
entirely dominated by use of low quality often insecure private rented housing and long

tem unemployment" (May 2000, p- 615). Rivlin (1990) specificdy points out that high
mobility and the resulting form of persistent temporary homelessness is most threatening
for families with children because it occurs at a time when children are developuig a sense
of themselves, of their identity, of what they are capable of doing and of their own self

worth. In highly mobile families, the lack of a consistent home setting threatens the
acquisition of personai identity for children and challenges the identity and strength of

adults (p. 44)In a recenr review of Aboriginal homelessness in Canada, Beitvis et al, (1997)
point out that many Abonginai people live in unaffordable, inadequate and unsuitable

housing that f& weU within the U.N definition of homelessness (p. 7). Beavis et al.
o u t h e a number of structural factors that are associated with both homelessness and
frequent mobility. These include such factors as family problems such as divorce or
domestic abuse; substance abuse; poor mental and physical health; and landlord tenant
conflicts; unemployment and 10w income and shortage of affordable rental units. Indeed,
poor housing conditions experienced by many Abonginal households far exceeded those

experienced by non-Aboriginal populations (CMHC 1996b). According to CMHCI,

households experiencing poor houshg and economic conditions often respond by moving
in a bid to resolve their housinp situation. However, despite their frequent moves, most of

these households are unlikeIy to ïmprove their housing conditions.
It is thus not surprishg that a number of mobility studies (Bartlett 1997; Buerkle

1997; Higgitt 1994; Roistacher 1975; Short 1996) have found that disadvantaged groups
tend to display erratic mobility patterns because of their weak social attachments, lunited
ho using opportunities, susceptibility to involuntary moves and a generaily reduced control

over their circumst~ces.This is particularly the case for families on welfare who are

more often confronted with short-notice involuntary rnoves and tend to be the most
mobile group (Roistacher 1975)- When these families move, they tend to move locally
within their b!ock or neighborhood o r between neighborhoods of similar socio-economic
status (Buerkie 1997; Kerbow 1996: Short 1996)In a study of residential mobility in Bristol, Short (1996) found that residential

mobility in the private market is g e n e d y related to factors surrounding the f a d y cycle.
He &O

identified

ü

"significant proportion of households that have little option but to

move" (p.305). This led him to point to the need to expand the analyticd framework to
consider the social and economic conditions within which decision-making takes place, to
avoid interpreting observed patterns of housing outcomes solely in terms of individual
preferences .
The Social Planning Council of Winnipeg (1990) examined the impact of rented
housint conditions on the academic performance of elementary school children in the

Dufferin and William Whyte School catchment areas of Winnipeg. The fmdùigs of the
study identifed key factors that caused the high rates of mobility for renter families living

in these two catchment areas: housing which the tenants perceived to be too small for the&
families, housing that was too highly priced, in poor repair and managed by landlords/
caretakers unwilling to maintain it (p- 21). The findings of the study also indicated that

larger families experienced overcrowding while some families indicated that the price they
paid was too high for the quality and amount of space they were gettïng.

This Ied to

dissatisfaction and the desire for the families to move in search of better housing, This
study however did not examine the effects of such factors as education, income and
gender on mo bility-

In a sirnilar study of a poor inner city neighborhood in Winnipeg, Higgitt (1994)
identified factors that push people from current accommodation: changing family
composition, poor quality housing and landlord trouble. Higgitt also found that few people
were pulled by attractive housing alternatives. Most of the participants in Higgitt's study

anticipated rnoving in the coming period, and were resigned to a life of moving. Overall,
Higgitt concluded that highly mobile fimiiies were poorer than the general population and
that prejudice and discrimination inrluenced the informants' perception of their
neighborhoods (p. 45). However, Higgitt examined moves at two points in tïme and did
not andyze the effects of perceived discrimination in the housîng market on multiple
moves,
Bartlett (1997) examined residenttal moves by poor families in Vermont and found
that unavailability of affordable housing was an important for constant relocation. The
only time that these families did not move was when they had stable housing. Bartlett ais0

found that despite the movers' knowledge of the great costs of moving, such as uprooting
the kids, losing the security deposit and leaving possessions behind, they still moved

constantly. Bartlett found that despite the chronic movers' knowledge that their housing
situation could not improve at each move, they still changed residence frequently. Baalett
argued that movhg was a temporary escape fkom problems, and d o w e d people to push

everything to the back of their muid while they got on with the immediate task of moving.
For the chronic movers, moWig was a way of taking control, much as, someone else
might repaint the kitchen or take a holiday. Fuiaily, Bartlett pointed out that, for many,

chronic moving was a way of M e and a fiamiliar solution to the housing prob1em since
childhood,
K e m s and Smith (1994), point out that cesidentid mobility decisions of
mxginalised populations are sharply limited by a lack of resources, discrimination o r
disability such that poor households may make-do with a series of 'down-ward' and
presumably unsatisfactory moves. Furthermore, frnancial and social constraints may prevent
relocation by low-incorne C.amilies intending to move, or displacement may force
households intending to stay (Earhart and Weber 1996).
Keenan et al. (1999) investigated residential mobility patterns in a low-income
neighborhood of NewcastIe, England and found that low-income ho useholds tended to
move to residences that they were not satisfied with, or remained in places that they were

very dissatisfied with. Likewise, a number of moves among low-income families were
involuntary, and were not motivated by favorable housing market conditions o r benefits to
be gained by moving to an alternative locale or residence - but are due to a combination of

multiple pressures. According to Keenan et al., multiple residential movhg among lowincome households was not due to sorne newfound freedoms to move when housing

market conditions were fkvorable, but was due to a number of other factors such as

relationship breakdown, running from debf or from overbearing landlords and disruptive
neighbors. The breakdown of family relationships tends to cause rapid mobility in the
neighborho ods in which social stability has broken down, causing the community stability
of decades of shared Me.
The present study lias sought to understand the mobility experience of
marginalised urban populations so as to place their experïences within the current urban
housing conditions in Winnipeg and similar Canadian cities- The study has considered
family motivions for moving from one residence to another in light of the social and

econornic conditions that they face, ami the housing and neighborhood environments in
their residential neighborhoods,

2.5 Theoretical Framework
From the review of mobility literature, it is apparent that theoretical models of
mo bility are built around mobility decision processes that focus on the decision to move
-and the selection of an alternative destination that eventually leads to actuai mobility.

These studies have identified a set of personal and life-cycle factors that infiuence the
decision to mo ve either directly, or by indirectly affecting satisfaction with one's current
residence. The bulk of the mo bility studies have ais0 emphasized that residential mobility

is determined by demographic factors in combination with residential satisfaction (Speare
1974), institutional constraints (Landsdale and Guest 1985), housing characteristics
(Deane 1990; McHugh, Gober and Reid L990), and neighborhood characteristics (Lee et
al. 1994; South and Deane 1993). These studies have mainly been based on Speare's

(1974) residential satisfaction perspective and the extensions of that framework

(Landsdale and Guest 1985; Lee et ai- 1994; Newman and Duncan 1979; Rossi 1955) and
have been based on rationa1 modeling processes of choice and constraint to determine
rno bility. However, few studies have focused on the residential mo bility of marginalised
populations and even fewer of the studies have focused on the pattern of relocation by
identifyùig the neighborhood of origin or destination (Lee et al. 1994; Speare et aL 1975;
South and Deane 1993)- At the same tirne, few of the studies have considered all the
circumstances under which different population groups make the decision to move.
A majority of the studies reviewed are predominantly quantitative in focus and are

limited to the use of cross-sectional analyses that do not provide adequate contextualized
knowledge on the nature of residential mobility among low-hcome households. Further,
there is little empincai research on mobüity in urban planning and education literature,
especially as regards the actual mobility of maïginalised populations and what this means
for farnilies and children in impoverished neighborhoods. Besides, few studies
(Clathworthy 1983, 1996; Higgitt 1994) of residential mobility have directly exarnined
factors that affect the mobiiïty or housing choices of the disadvantapd in Canada. There is
therefore no clear insight from previous studies into the mobility determuiants and
residential choices of individuai marginalised groups, such as low-income Aboriginal
farnilies,
As a result of these limitations, a number of researchers have argued that

residential mobility studies should focus on specific marginalised populations instead of
taking off from the general behaviord rnobility models. For exarnple, Kearns and Smith

(1994) called for 'li renewed place for residential mobility research as an avenue towards a
better understanding of the experiences of marginalised groups in society" and suggested

that future research should embrace "methodological transition from extensive to intensive

approaches - from survey research to urban ethnography" (p. 127). A number of recent
studies (Higgitt, 1994; Bartlett, 1997; Buerkle, 1997; May 2000) have found that people's
experience of residential mobility differs from conventionai n o m s of movement up or
down a hierarchy delineated by tenure and housing form. These studies have deployed
qualitative methods, usuaily by collecting ùiformation on people's experïences over time in
an attempt to draw directly on the perspective of the mobile people themselves, in order to
understand housing relocation.
The present study is not based on m y one particular theory but leans towards the

housing deficit and adjustment frameworks (Deane 1990, 1993; Morris and Whter 1978)The housing deficit and adjustment frameworks hypothesize housing and neighborhood
satisfaction are iduenced by a variety of subjective and objective characteristics of the

housing unit, the neighborhood and individuals in the household. An important aspect of
the housing adjustment mode1 that relates to residential mobiJity is its conceptualization of
the "factors that restrict t h e household's ability to engage in adjustment housing behavior"
(Cook and Bruin 1997). According to Cook and Bmin these factors are grouped into six
categones: resource, predispositional, organization, discrimination, market and culture.

Resource constraints include incorne, whiie predispositional constrahts reflect household
members' personal characteristics, such as apathy or activism, while organizational
constraints deal with the f d y ' s ability to solve problems and make decisions. Other
factors that restrict a family's options for housing adjustment include discrimination due to

race, gender, and socio-economic status, as weii as market conditions and cultural norrns-

Predisposition and organization constraints influence a household's identification of
housing and neighborhood deficits.
The identification of deficits determines the satisfaction and leads to a decision to

move or stay in a iocation. The decision to move or stay wilI in turn be detennined by such
factors as housing prices and vacancies, the racial mix, incorne level and crime rate in the

destination neighborhood. This study considers the structures of "opportunity and
constraint" (May 2000, p- 616) that frame a poor household's mobility decisions and

behavior. By examining mo bility in the

O pportunity

o r choice-constraint contexts, we

obtain better ïnsights into the complexity of mobility among fades

dealhg with

residential and school changes-

2.6 Chapter Summary

Theory, and prior mobility research drawn from the literature reviewed, suggests that:
While current mo bility theory provides a foundation for understanding residential
mobility, it is inadequate in explaining fully the factors that determine actuai

mo bility among different groups.
The circumstances under which mobility is undertaken in mainsueam populations

are qualitatively different from those that trigger mobility among marginalised
populations

When assessing the role of housing conditions in the choice of residential
environment, housing consumption should be assessed in relation to the other nonhoushg fictors.

d) Margininalised urban populations tend to be signifcantly more mobile than

mainstream populations because the kuid of housing they can afford is of poor
quality and inadequate for thek needs.
e) The ability of poor and rninorïty households to compete in the housing market iF

limited by their few economic resources and by discrimination. These families
therefore tend to move within neighborhoods with simïlar characterïstics, and their
housing situation does not irnprove at each rnovef ) Although mobility negatively impacts community social networks, as well as

acadernic achievement, this impact is d d in short distance moves.
g) Mobility is motivated by a desire to change certain aspects of the housing unit or

neighborhood. S o c d , economic, cultural and dernographic factors together with
characteristics of the local housing market determine the residential choices of
mo vers.

In Chapter 3, 1 examine the socio-dernographic characteristics of the
neighborhood that is the focus for this study, and present the strategies and
methods employed to explore residential rnoves among a sample of the

neighborhood residents,

CKAPTER 3: THE STUDY AREA AND RESEARCH METHODS
3.0 THE STUDY AREA

In this chapter 1 present a detailed discussion on:
a) The process used for selecting the study area.
b) T h e social-economic context of the study area (population, Iabor force
participation, unemployment. educational attainrnent, residential and school
rnobility, housing characteristics)C) The research methods (selection of participants, research tools, data collection
procedures, interview instrument, interview process, and data analysis).

3.1. Selection of Study Area
The purpose of this study has been to explore the pattern and causes of frequent
household mobility among Iow-income F d e s in one neighborhood in Winnipeg's b e r

city, namely the William Whyte neighborhood (See Maps 1, 2, and 3). William Whyte
.neighborhood was selected after exarmning the neighborhood ïndicators drawn from the

1996 Census Canada data and the City of Winnipeg Neighborhood Indicaror Sumrnary
and Neighborhood Profiles (2000). The City of Winnipeg neighborhood profiles are
drawn from the Canada census data and indude such meirsures as racial and ethnic
composition, the percentage of single parent fiundies and level of education. Other

measures include the percentage of households living below the poverty h e , mobility
rates, percentage of residents employed and those in and out of the labor force. Another
set of neighborhood ïndicators,

&O

drawn €rom the Neighborhood Indicator Summary

and Neig hborhood Profiles included housing characteristics such as percentage of O wner-

occupied, median house value, number of placards and demolitions, age of d w e b g and

number of rooming houses.
Crime rates and incidence of fues were drawn using data from W i p e g P o k e
Services and the Office of the Fire Commissioner. School demographics data from

Winnipeg School Division No- 1 for the years 1994- 1998 were also examined in terms of
student mobility and stability rates, incidence of poverty and employment characteristics of
parents in each schooL For each of these indicators Wllliarn Whyte Community School
was among the three worst-ranked schoois in the Winnipeg School Division No. 1 (Hunter
2000).

Since the study set out to explore residential mobility of low-incorne urban
families, the chwacteristics of the William Whyte neighborhood seemed most appropriate

for the objectives of this study. By selecting this neighborhood, key variables that have
been hypothesized to influence high mobility corne into play

-

family status, economic,

race and socio-cultural forces. In the next sections, specific neighborhood measures are
bnefly discussed. A discussion of these mesures is important for understanding the
relationship between residentid mobility and other neighborhood indicators, as they relate
to William Whyte neighborhood.

Map 1: Location of Point Douglas within Winnipeg

Source: City of Winnipeg. Winnipeg Map; http~/uwwUrWWcity.winnipeg.mb.ca/interhom/defaulttht~

Map 2: Location of William Whyte Vis-A-Vis Point Douglas W d

Source: City ofWinnipeg: Neighborliood Profiles 2000: h t t p d / / w w w . c i t y - ~ n n i p g - m b - c d i n t e r h o a i

Map 3: Wilüarn White Neighborhood vis-À-visthe North End of Winnipeg

Source: City of Winnipeg: Neighbrliood Profiles: http://w~w~~ty.Winipegmb-ca

3.2 Socio-Economic Context of the Study Area
Wiliiam Whyte is located in the Point Douglas ward in what is known as

Winnipeg's North End (See Maps 1,2, and 3). Adjacent to the Canadian Paçific Rail yards
and adjoining industrial district, the North End started as a working poor neighborhood

and remains so to this day. The North End is perceived by outsiders and residents as an
unstable neighborhood with high crime, arson, youth gang violence and an area of poorquality housing, low educational attainment, high unempIoyment and visible poverty
(McIntyre 2000). However, the North End is also a rich rnulticulturai area with people
from different ethnic and racial backgrounds. People of Aboriginal origin represent the

fastest growing cornmunity in the areaThe next subsections provide background characteristics of the William White

neighbo rhood, In particular, the neighborhood indicators of the population and labor force

characteristics, income levels, residentiai and school rno bility and housing characteristics
are identified and discussed,

3.2.1 Poputation Characteristics
Most h e r city neighborhoods

Ïn

Winnipeg have been experiencing a significant

decline in population since 1971. According to Lezubski et al. (2000), the population of
the city of Winnipeg increased from 540,265 Ui 1971 to 667,210 in 1996, represenhg an

increase of 23.5 per cent (or one percent per year). In the same period, the population in
Winnipeg's hner city dropped from 142,150 to 108,695, a deche of 23.5 per cent or 1
per cent per year. The North End has also k e n expenencing rapid population deches.

Between 1941 and 1996, the population decluied by 62 percent from approximately
47,000 to 17,800 people or 1.12 percent per year (Mcïntyre 2000). Following this trend,

the population of the William Whyte neighborhood has dropped fkom 10,005 in 197 1 to

6,230 in 1996, representing a decline of 62.26 percent or 2.4 percent per year, as shown in

Table 1. This rate of population decline is evidently higher than that of both the huer city
and the North End area
Table 1:Total PopuIation and Percentage Change

TOTAL POPULATION

WILLIAM WHYTE
Number

% change

1996 CENSUS
-5.9%
6,230
1991 CENSUS
6,620
-4.0%
1.7%
6,895
1986 CENSUS (2)
-20.2%
1981 CENSUS (2)
6,780
2976 CENSUS (2)
-15.1%
8,490
1971 CENSUS (2)
10,005
Source: Social Planning Council of Winnipeg: 1996 Census Dam-

CITY OF WINNIPEG
Number
618,475
615,215
594,555
564,475
560,875

% change

0.5%
3.5%
5.3%

0.6%
4.8%

535,100

The William Whyte neighborhood has a iarge proportion of Aboriginal peoples and
visible muiorities. The percentage of visible minorities in 1996 was 15.6 percent cornpared
to 1 1.9 percent in the city. In 1991. the neighborhood had the highest number of

Abonginal persons of any neighborhood in Winnipeg. In 1996. 37.8 percent of the
residents in this neighborhood were Abonginal as compared to 7.1 percent for city of

Winnipeg. Additionally, this neighborhood has a high and rapidly growing population of
younger people that is under 15 years of üge. In 1996, 26.5 percent in the neighborhood
population was under fifteen years of age and a big proportion of these were children

under five yeôrs of age.
William Whyte neighborhood also has a high proportion of single parent
households. Fifty two percent of families with children were h t e d as one-parent families

as compared to 25.1 percent for the city of Winnipeg. Additionally, forty-two percent of
these one-parent families in William White were fernale single parents whiie 9.9 percent

were male single parents (Lezubski e t al. 2000). The 1996 census data also indicates that
24.4 percent of the families with children have three or more children- Thus, a very high

number cf families with children residing in this neighborhood have very low incomes and
are likely to have larger and younger families than the mainstream population in the city of
Winnipeg,

3.2.2 Labor Force Participation and Unemployment Rates
Statistics Canada d e h e s the labor force participation rate as "the total labor force
in the week pnor to Census Day, expressed as a percentage of the population 15 years of
age and over, excluding institutional residents" (City of Winnipeg, Neighborhood Profiles
2000). The unernployment rate and low rates labor force participation in the William

Whyte neighborhood is much higher than that of Winnipeg's inner city and the city of

Winnipeg as a whole. Data from the Social Planing Council (SPC) of Winnipeg shows that
in 1996, the participation rates were a low of 50.6 percent, as compared to 58-4 per cent

for the uiner city and 66.5 percent for the city of Winnipeg. The rates of unernployment
were 26.5 percent as compared to 15 percent for the hner city and 8.2 percent for
Winnipeg as a whole. The high rates of unemployment and low rates of labor force
participation in the Wiam Whyte neighborhood are particularly prevalent among single
parents, among youth aged 15-24, and among Aboriginal youth aged 15-24 (Lezubski et

ai. 3000).

3.2.3 Income Levels
According to the Social Planning Council of Winnipeg, a much higher proportion

of inner city households is concentmted at the lower income ranges. ALmost one haif of ail

inner city residents had incomes that were below $20,000 in 1996. The proportion of huer
city households who had incomes below $20,000 was almost twke as high as for all

Winnipeg households i.e. 47.2 per cent in the inner city and 24.7 percent in Winnipeg as a
whole (Lezubski et ai. 2000). In the William Whyte neighborhood, the proportion of
households with incomes below $20,000 is 60 percent, a proportion much higher than
that of both the inner city and the city of Winnipeg as a whole. The average family income
for fernale and one-parent farnily was $16,316, as compared to $26,536 for the city of
Winnipeg. The average annual employrnent incorne for residents in the William Whyte was

a low of $ 13,650 in 1996, as compared to $25,677 for the city of Winnipeg. Over forty
percent (40.1 %) of the household income eamed by the residents in the neighborhoods

was from govemment transfer payments. This contrasts to 13.9 percent for the city as a
whole. The low real household income. the high levels of unemployrnent, and low levels of

labor force participation both are related to a very high and growing rates of poverty.
Statistics Canada uses the Low Income Cut-Off m.1-CO) to report on the level of
poverty and to identlfy those who are ccsubstantiiallyworse off than the average". A family

at or below the L.I.C.0 is one that spends more than 55% of its income on basic
necessities of food, shelter and clothuig. The L.LC.0 for economk families and non-family
individuals for Winnipeg (1995) is given in Table 2.

Table 2: Low Incorne Cut-Offs (L.I.C.Os)

1

Family Size

1

L.I.C.0

5

$35,494

6
7+

$37,236

1

$42,978

(Source: City of Winnipeg; Community SeMces Department (1995)

In 1996, the incidence o f low income in the Wdiiarn Whyte neighborhood was a

high of 65 percent, as compared to 38 percent for the city- The poverty rate was even
hïgher than that shown for Winnipeg's h e r city, as 69 percent of households in the

William Whyte neighborhood had incomes below the Statistics Canada L.I.C.Os.

This

conîrasts with 50.8 percent of ail uuier city households that had incomes below the
Statktics Canada L.I.C.Os. In the sarne Census penod, the weighted perceotage of
families with incomes below the L-ICOs in the William Whyte Community School was a
high of 79 percent-

3.2.4 Educational Attainment

According to Lezubski et al. (2000), Ievels of educational attaùunent in the inner
city continue to be consistently lower than those in the city of Winnipeg as a whole. In

1996, 44 percent of inner city residents, compared to 35.3 percent of city of Winnipeg
residents, had not completed high school. In the same year, 15.2 percent of ùuier city
residents CO mpared to 9.1 percent of city residents had less than grade 9 education.

Levels of educationd attainment for the William Whyte neighborhood are much

lower than those of both the inner city and the city of Winnipeg as a whole, as shown in

Table 3. In 1996, 65.1 percent of the William Whyte residents had not completed high

school. In the same year, 23.4 percent of the neighborhood residents had less than grade
nine education. Levels of educational attainment correlate positively with employment

status as those with less than grade twelve education are more &eIy to be unemployed.
Table 3: Education Attainment

CITY
WINNIPEG

WILLIAM
WHYTE
Education Attainment (15 Years Old and Over)
EDUCATION

1 Less than Grade 9

1
1,930 1

1
41.7% 1

(
127,140 (

26.0%

Grade 9 -12 with secondary certficate

385

8.3%

56,680

11.6%

e
Non-University - without ~ e r ~ c aoft diploma

265

5.7%

27,065

5.5%

Non-University - with certificate of diploma

500

103%

93,450

19-1%

University without degree

310

6.7%

66,130

13.5%

Grade 9 -1 2 without secondary certiticate

1 University with degree

1
I

OF

1

155

1

4,625

TOTAL (15 YEARS OLD AND OVER)
I

1,080

I

23.4%

3.4%

(

73,590

1

I

9.1%

151%
100.0%

488,475

iOû,O%
1

44,420

I

(Source: City of Winnipeg Statistical Profiles 1996)

3.2.5 Residential and School Mobility
The residentid and school rnobility rate is derived from the 1996 census data and
the Winnipeg School Division No. 1 demographics reports (19944998)- Census data tells

us how many households moved and how rnany did not move between two census years
(a five-year interval), whiie the school demographic reports tell us how many students
enrolled and transferred from the schoob in the division, The census identifies "movers" as

those who chünged address in the interval between two census penods, while non&6

movers" are those who maintaïned the sarne address for bo th census periods.

The 1996 census data shows that approximately 58 percent of inner city families
were movers as compared to approximately 43 percent in the city of Winnipeg as a whole.
Residential mobility rates for Aboriginal f d e s are even higher as four in every five

Aboriginal families are identined in the 1996 census as movers (Lezubski et al. 2000).

In

1996, the one-year mobility rate for William Whyte neighborhood was 31-8 percent,
compared to 16.1 percent for the city of Winnipeg. The five-year mobiiity rate shows that
59.5 percent of the residents changed residence as compared to 43.9 percent for the city

as a whole.
These high levels of residential mobility cause high pupil turnover in schools,
particularly in public elementary classroorns. Student mo bliity rates for the inner city

school district are very high compared to the Winnipeg as a whole- In the 1994/95
academic year, o v e r d student mobility rates for the division was 30 percent, in 1996/97,
elementary mobility rose to 30.9 percent and, in 1997198, mobility deched to a record
low of 26.3 percent (School Demographics Report 1997/98). However, when mo bility

rates are examined for individual inner city schools over the four-year penod, it shows that
the William Whyte Comrnunity SchooI has consistentiy had very high mobility rates
between 1994 and 1998-These measures are shown in Table 4-

Table 4: William Whyte Community School: Demographic Indicators 1994/1998

1994195

1995/96

1997198

253
275
204
N/A
80.8
75.6
77
48.6
51-1
NIA
78-9
80.9
N/A
(Source: Winnipeg School Division, Demographic Reports 1994-1998)

Average Enrollment
Totd Transfers
Mobility %
5% single-parents
% unemployed parents

261
201

f 997/98
243
218
89.8
51-3
81-7

The William Whyte Community School has one of the highest student turnover
rate in Winnipeg School Division No,L and a high concentration of Aboriginal students. In
the 199711998 school year, the mobility rate (total student transfers as a percentage of
average monthly enrollment) for Wiüiam Whyte Community School was 89.8 percent. The
average enrollment for the 1997-1998 academic year was 243, and yet there were 218
total transfers (WIlZlZLipeg School Division No. 1 - School Demographics Report 19971998). This mobility rate and total transfers was one of the highest among inner city
e l e m e n t q schools,

3.2.6 Neighborhood Housing
The City of Winnipeg initiative that addresses the revitalization of housing in
distressed neighborhoods has designated the William Whyte neighborhood as a major

improvement area, particularly in housing improvement. The major improvement areas are
defined as those "older areas that have experienced signif?cant decline to the point where

housing and neighborhood uifrastructure require complete renewal" (City of Winnipeg:
Community Senices Department 1995)- The housing stock in the William Whyte
neighbo rhood is relatively old and largeiy consists of single detached and row houses with
an average of 2.1 bedrooms per dwelling. As the number of bedrooms indicates, most of
the houses are exceedingly s m d for families because larger houses have k e n divided into

one or two bedroom rentd units. As in the rest of the North End, the houses are in poor
condition, have high vacancy rütes and low market rents.

The 1996 Census shows that of the 2,250 total d w e h g s in the William Whyte
neighborhood, 62.5 percent were constructed prior to 1946 and 21 percent were b d t

between 1946 and 1960. In the year 2000, the total residential dweilings had declined kom

2,250 to 1,713. Housing stock is generally in poor condition with almost half of the

houses in need of some repairs: 16-1percent are in need of major repairs, 28.5 percent
need minor repairs while 55 percent requïre reguiar maintenance. Home ownership is low
and continues to decline. Only 39.2 percent of the uni& are owner-occupied while the buDc

of these dwellings (60.8 percent) are rented.
At the sarne tirne that the housing stock is in generaliy poor condition, with low

market rents, it remains unaffordable to most low-income people: 83.4 percent (22.1% for
owners and 61.3% for renters) o f both owners and renters in this neighborhood pay in

excess of 30% of their income for housing expenses (City of Winnipeg 2000). The
population that has the greatest housing cost burden of any group is that of the one-famdy
ho usehold- This population, which includes single-parent households, represents the most
d e r a b l e segment in this community-

In 1996, the average assessed value of houses in the William Whyte neighborhood
was $43,983. However, property tax assessments in the inner city are much higher than

market values. According to the Winnipeg Red Estate Board, the average 1991 selling
price in the area that includes Wrlliam Whyte neighborhood was $32,600. The market
value of houses in this area has declined rapidly suiçe 1993 so that by 1999 the median

s e h g pnce was about $17,500 (City of Winipeg 2000). The housing situation is shown
on Table 5.

Table 5: Housing Indicators: William Whyte Neighborhood

Tota1 residentiai d w e h g s 2000
Effective age of dwelling 2000
Median selling pnce 1999
Rentals (residentid d w e h g s ) 1999

Maintenance and occupancy orders 1999
Number of Placards 1999
Number of rooming houses 1999

1,7 13
1,914

$17,500
803
282
252
27
88

(Source: City of Winnipeg, Community Sertices Department 2000)

3.2.7 Section Surnmary
This section has provided the background characteristics of the study area. The
analysis presented here has shown that a high proportion of the neighborhood residents
have low incomes and experience lower levels of labor force participation and much higher
levels of unemployment and poverty, than is the case for the city as a whole. The high

unemployment rates and low and declinhg labor force participation are factors that
explain the high and growing incidence of poverty in this neighborhood.

Information presented so far has also shown that the quality of existing housing
stock is of poor quality. Therefore, the households that choose to live here do so because
the rents are lower than elsewhere in the city. For poor households rentïng or o w d g 7
adequate housing is inherently difficult because of their Iow and decreasing incornes.
Mordability problems cornbined with poor quality housing stock would normdy lead to
frequent residential changes.
Nonetheless, the data represented in this section are also important in
understanding the relationship between the neighborhood indicators and residential

mu bility and would help to set polîcy directions for community/neighborhood pIanning and
particularly in providing effective intervention prograrns for f d e s t hat are highly mobile.

3.3 Research Methods
This section o u t h e s the process used for selecting the participants, the research

tools, data collection procedures, the i n t e ~ e w
instrument, interview process and data

3.3.1 Selection of Participants

The target participants for this study were residents who had a kindergarten to
sixth grade child (chïldren) and had moved (within Winnipeg) two or more times in the
past four years. An open-ended question at the beginning of the interview process

screened those who were caregivers of kindergarten to s k t h grade chiidren (chiid) and
whether they had moved twice or more in the past four years, Participants were recruited

using a combination of three strategies: a) Through door-to-door canvassing of the
neighborhood; b) Snowball sampling by a s h g peopIe who had already k e n interviewed
to point the researcher to O ther potential individu& (friends or relatives) who had moved
frequently, The researcher then contacted these individuals by phone or knocking on their
doors and asked whether they would participate in the study; c) By contacting service
providers who were asked to provide contacts or references for individuals that fitted the
cnteria of the target sampIe.

Several individuals were willing to be interviewed for this study when contacted.
*

.

However, since the study was specificaiiy e x m g short distance residential moves that
had also involved a change in children's schools, it was difficult to find rnany people that

met fit these criteria- A number of people interviewed had moved many times within the
area but had not moved their children from their schools, Others had moved into other

parts of the city and therefore did not fit into the short-distance move crite*

The major

challenge, therefore, was the process to fmd a large number of interviewees that met the
residential and school change criteria within a short the. OveralI, fifteen (15) participants

were interviewed in their homes or at locations that were convenient for them- The
demographic and economic characteristics of the selected participants are representative
of the make-up of the residents in the neighborhood.

To a large extent, iofonnation

collected from these participants forms the basis of the discussion for the present study.

3.3.2 Research Tools
Data was collected in the foliowing three ways: face-to-face in-depth interviews,
observation and census/dernographic records- The study specifically relied on qualitative
interviewhg as the primary method of data collection. Face-to-face in-depth interviews
were conducted with fifteen adults who were primary caregivers of a school-aged (K-6)

child. FXteen participants were considered a sufficient and manageable number for the
nature of research

CO nducted

- in-depth interviewing. Through in-depth interviews

participants were asked to relate detded mobility histones by providing reasons for
rnoving, past and recent moving experiences, availability of housing choice, neighborhood
and housing conditions, additional family demographics and social connections among

residents.

The in-depth qualitative interviewing technique was chosen because it requires the
interviewer to look beyond the surface of the conversation for irnplicit analytic questions,

aiternative frames and content categories created and used by informants, and to actively
ask probing questions (ArendeIl 1997; Holstein and Gubrïum 1995)- This kind of
i n t e ~ e w i n gis more informal and cornplements participant observation. Thus, the data

gathered in this kind of interviewing is as much from the elicited verbal responses as it is

C-

from participant observation (Rubïn and Rubin 1995)- This kuid of interviewing attempts

to understand the cornplex behavior of members of society (Fontana and Frey 1998) and
the outcome produces highiy descriptive data, expressive of the thoughts and values of the

participants (Higgitt 1994). Data gathered using in-depth interviews was compiimented
with secondary data regarding the study area to provide greater opportunities for
exarnining the effects of various mobility variables (Tashakori and Teddlie 1998:42),

3.3.3 Data Collection Procedure

In the initial stages of the study, 1 coliected and reviewed secondary data from public
agencies in order to understand the socio-demographic characteristics of the participants

and pünicularly the residentiai environments of potential study participants. As discussed
in sections 3.1 and 3.2, these data were aiso used to select the neighborhood of study- In
order to obtain information on school mobility and stability rates of neighborhood schools,

secondary data were obtained from Winnipeg School Division No. 1 office. Also, a

number of tabulations from Statistics Canada 1991 and 1996 census data were obtained

from the Social Planning Council of Winnipeg and the City of Winnipeg in order to
provide the socio-dernographic context of the neighborhood. The City of Winnipeg

Neighbo rhood Indicato r Summary and Neighborhood Profiles were also used to derive
other socio-demographic data as discussed in section 3.1.

In order to develop a clear understanding of the housing environments of the
participants, the foLlowing neighborhood level data were collected and analyzed:
Student enrollment and mobility rates in the lnner city schoois;
Demographic data such as median household income, education, family status and
composition, race, gender, education, employrnent status and mobility rates;

Housing characteristics: vacancy rates and rents, house values, property
ownership age of houses and housing quality.

To fafniliarize myself with the area of study and the concerns of its residents, 1
walked for several days through this and similar city neighborhoods and talked
(infomally) to several residents. The conversation with residents focused on to pics such

as how long they had lived in the area, where they had lived before, issues that concerned
residents in the area, how they felt living in the particular area or neighborhood, and where
their children went to school. The depth of these informal interviews depended on how

receptive the respondents were to the kinds of issues I was exploring. These informal
interviews gave me experience in taking to people in unstructured settings and enabled me
to uncover some of their main concerns. The interviews not only familiarized me to the
terrninology specfic to the participants' environment and culture but they enabled me with
talk to diverse groups of people living in this inner city neighborhood. Face-to-face
interaction with household members in this inner city neighborhood also enabled me to
appreciate the meanines t hat individuals constnict in their daily Iives because ?esearchers

mus t tüp people's thoughts, feelings, values, beliefs, and assumptive worlds" (Marshail
and Rossman 1999; Strauss and Corbin 1998). These informal conversations therefore

provide a unique dimension to this study that may not have k e n obtained from stmctured
and forrnal household surveys, for instance,
Frorn these initial interviews, the literature review and the secondary data

examined, 1 was able to develop an open-ended interview questionnaire that 1 used to
coliect more data for the study on the reasons for frequent mobility in the neighborhood
chosen for study. The questionnaire represented an extension of the questions asked in the
informal interviews and included questions drawn from the review of mo bility literature,
particularly the questiomaire items adapted from Buerkle (1997), Higgitt (1994),
Newman and Duncan (1979), Shafer and Primo (2985) and Varady (1983),

3.4 The Interview Instrument3

Data from the i n t e ~ e w swere couected using a semi-structured interview
questionnaire. This questionnaire was developed based on the literature review and the
informal inteniews. The in te^-ew instrument mainly hcluded open-ended question, and a

few yedno and checklist questions. Before the questionnaire was adminiîtered to the
participants, it w u piloted with six adult heads of households in order to check for clarity

of questions and language. The piloted questionnaire was then edited and the revised copy
was administered to the larger sample.
The questionnaire focused on seven areas that sought to answer research questions
in the following areas:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
-

-

Household information,
Current housing status,
Mobility history,
Neighborhood perceptions,
S o c i a l c o ~ e c t i o n and,
s
-

see Appendix A

f) Demographic information, and
g) Economic resources.
Household information questions were deveioped to ident-

the number of people

currently living in each household, the number and age of school-aged children in the

household and other children who occasionally corne into the care of the participant.
Aaswers to these questions were used to determine the suitability of the current household
accommodation by determinhg the arnount of space f d y members had.
Questions on the current housing situation sought to iden*

the participants'

current residential location, how long they had lived in their current home, reasons for
moving to their present accommodation and whether they had any choice in moving to the
current and previous Locations. Participants were encouraged to describe the house they
lived in at the time of the interview and to compare it to previous housing situations.

The participants' rnobility history was c h m e d by questions that asked the

participants to state how müny times they had moved in the past four years, and to list in
reverse chronological order di the places they had lived in within those four years, how
long they lived in each residence before moving out, and the reasons for moving from each
residence. The reasons for moving from eiich residence were meant to elicit past mobiliry
determinants, that were compared with reasons for most recent moves. The number of
times children changed schools was cornpared to the number of times the family changed
residence in order to determine whether or not frequent school transfers are dependent on
farnily mo bility.

In the present study, questions on neighborhood perceptions focused on such
CO ntextual

attributes as perceived neighborho od safety, perceived neighborhood

deterioration and perceived public school quality. These questions were asked in order to
determine the kinds of neighborhood concems that were likely to significantly influence
residential moves- For example, it has been suggested in the literature that perceived risk
of victirnization decreases neighborhood satisfaction and eventuaily leads to mobility
(Harris 1995). Thus, in order to determine the effect of perceived and real crime rates on

mo bility, participants in the present study were asked about their experience or perception
of certain aspects of crime (e-g. break-ins, muggings, drug peddling, etc.), and which of
these aspects they perceived as prevalent problems in their neighborhood.
School quality has been hypothesized as a salient issue when families with children
evaluate neighborhoods (Harris 1995). In the present study, participants were asked to
describe their feelings about the quality of education in neighborhood public schools, to

describe theû children's experiences in these schools, and to indicate whether or not
neaniess to schools or perceived quaiity of schooIs influences their choice of residential
location. Responses to these questions are used to examine the effects of perceived school
quality on residential mo bility and vice versa,
Asking participants to indicate whether or not they had friends and relatives living

in their neighborhood and whether neighborhood residents did t h g s together was used as

means for

CO Iiecting

information on social connections in the neighborhood. Social

connections among residents were used as a measure of participants' attachment to the
neighborhood and community. In the present study, attachrnent to the neighborhood and
cornmunity was assessed by asking questions that examined specitic indicators of
neighborhood and cornmunity connectivity. In particular, participants were asked
questions regarding whether:

They had any reiatives and frïends in the neighborhood-

Neighbors helped each Other out regularlyThey were members of cornmunity and neighborhood associations.
There were people in the neighborhood that could corne together and solve serious
neighborhood pro blems in case where there were such pro blem.
L a t but not least, socio-dernographîc information, including gender and age of
participant marit al and employment status, income, rüce/ethnic status and education, were

collected. The socio-demographic characteristics have been shown in the Iiterature as
being relevant to the families' disposition to move,

3.5 Interview Process

AU the fLfteen participants interviewed were adult farnily members who were
primary caregivers and had a school-aged child- Two rounds of face-to-face in-depth

interviews were held in the autumn of 2000, In the h s t round, semi-structured interviews
were conducted with ffteen participants using the mo bility interview instrument
(Appendix A). Each interview lasted between 20-30 minutes depending on the natare of

residential mo bility for each participant. The second round of

O pen-ended

interviews

involved five of the originai fifteen participants with highest overdl mobility. The purpose
of the second interview was to clarify issues emerging in the fust interview and also to

obtain a more detaiied description of the mobility histories for this group of participants.
The length of the second interviews depended on the issues that needed clarification, but it

was no longer than 45 minutes.

Once the interview appointments were set, an attempt was made to cornpiete the
interviews in one session, At the beginning of the interview, participants were informed of
the nature of the study and their nghts not to answer certain questions, or to to be able to
withdraw from the study at any tirne- The participants were assured that their responses
would remain confidentid and were asked to sign the consent f o m aIIowing the

researcher to conduct the study (Appendix A).
Data colIected from the inteMews were recorded in the interview questionnaire
form and field notebook by pen and paper. Mter each interview, the researcher verbdy

surnmarized (for each participant) the current houshg situation, mo bility history, and
reasons for past and recent moves and highlighted any other issues mentioned during the
i n t e ~ e wor new issues that emergeed. The participants were asked to comment on the

sumrnaries and were invited to provide further insights on the issues raised.

3.6 Data Analysis
Responses to ali open-ended questions were analyzed on an on-going bais as

fou0ws:
i>

A s u m r n q description of each farnily interviewed was done after each

inteniew. The main reasons for recent and past moves and the number of
times moved were identif~edat the end of each interview.
Summarized responses from the interview questions were word-processed
every few days.
M e r completion of the interviews, di field no tes from the interviews were
reviewed. C o mmon themes from the O pen-ended questions were idenufied

and reasons for mobiiîty were put into categories dependmg on the

frequency at which they were cited in the interview responses.

Text

descriptions of the fhdings of the study were written foilowing the seven
sections of the questionnaire usediv)

Idormation on socio-demographic profdes from various secondary data

sources (see section 3.1) were presented in tables, graphs and maps to
supplement textual description of the fmdings presented in Chapter 4.

CHAPTER 4: T'HE RESEARCH FINDINGS
4.0 Chapter Ovemew
As outlined in Chapter one,

this study has investigated the following questions: a)

what are the major reasons for moving among low-income f a d e s in the study area?, b)
What is the pattern of family movement within the study area? (Le. who moved, from
where, to where?); and c) What is the relationship between residential mobilïty and

housing conditions in the study area?
As outluied in Chapter 3, Eifteen (15) participants were interviewed in their homes

or at locations that were convenient for them using a questionnaire that was developed
based on the literature reviewed and after a preliminary try-out. The specific findings are

organized following the order of the themes and the sequence used in the questionnaire:
socio-demographic characteristics of the respondents. their current living situation,
reasons for rnoves, whether or no t they have had a choice to rnove, mobility hktos< and
their experiences with mo bility.
4.1 Socio-Demographic Characteristics of the Respondents

Demographic

and

socio-economic

characteristics

have

implications for

participants' housing consumption in Winnipeg's inner city; hence the need to discuss
them here. The foilowing paragraphs therefore descnbe the socio-demographic
characteristics of the fifteen respondents that were inteniewed. Ali the fifeen respondents
were women of Aboriginal descent who described themselves as c'Aboriginal'', "First
Nation", "Ojibway", "Metis" or "Anishinaabe". Over two thirds were single parent women
who had between two and seven school-apd children living with them. Their median age

was between 31-40 years and their average stay

in their current residence was fourken

months. Over two thirds had lived in their current residence for less than a year.
Eight of the respondents had less than high school education, three had high school
education, one had a coUegdtechnica1 diploma and three had some university education.

Ten of the respondents reported that their main source of income was from govemment
transfer payments (govenunent or social assistance)- Three of the respondents reported
that their source of incorne was prîmdy from füli-tune employment while two indicated
that their household incorne came from part-time or seasonal jobs. Those who were

unemployed had never been in formal employrnent and had k e n on long-term social
assistance. The median household income for the respondents was between $11,000 20,000- One respondent reported and annual income of $31,000 - 40,000; seven of the
respondents reported an annual income of between $1 1,000 - 20,000; three indicated an

income of $21,000 - 30,000 and four reported an annuai income of less than $10,000.
However, some of these respondents could not specifcdy determine theîr household
incorne and the researcher had to tabulate this median from the figures that some indicated

as receiving from sociai assistance.
These socio-demographic charücteristics compare with Statistics Canada 1996
Census data and City of Winnipeg Demographic Profdes, which indicate that the William
Whyte neighborhood has very high rates of unemployment and low rates of labor force

participation. Statistics Canada 19% Census data shows redents in the neighborhood
have very low levels of educational attainment and very low average family income. The

average income for femde and one-parent families in William Whyte neighborhood is

$16.3 16 as compared to $26,536 for the city of Winnipeg, with a large percentage (40.1
9%) of the household incornes coming from government transfer payments-

4.2 Current Housing Situation

Thirteen of the respondents Iived in srnalier rental single farnily housing, row house
or duplex units, and only two lived in apartments. Nine o f the respondents iived in public
housing while six lived in privately-rented housing. Those who lived in public housing had
bigger units although those with four o r more children would have preferred to iive in
large units? particularly four or five bedroom units. Those with larger f d e s reported

that they had trouble finding suitable and affordable accommodation in the private rentd
market because of their Iow incornes while there was a long waiting penod for larger units
ï~ the public housing sector. One respondent who had seven children was living in a twobedroom house but was ais0 accornmodating her sister and two children. She indicated
that although there were many pnvate-rental houses in the area to choose from, there were
not many 3-4 or five bedroom units that were affordable. Other participants described the
available housing as being of poor quality o r k i n g situated on "bad" streets. In addition to

being crowded, most of the respondents lived in housing that required either major o r

minor repairs. Many had moved several times, but not to better housing or neighborhoods

- more so to houses of

s M a r quality. Two of the participants likened their changes of

residence as "moving from one dump into another".

Other participants reported that they could not fmd many houses to choose from
when they wanted to relocate, and indicated that they had to take whatever was available
at the tirne they needed to move, because their circumstances were such that they had to

move into whatever was available. Overali, al1 the respondents reported that the houshg
they could afford was of poor quality, was too expensive o r too srnail, or was located on

bad or unsafe streets or sections of the neighborhood.

4.3 Reasons for Moves

The participants were asked to indicate how long they lïved in each residence
before moving out, and to state the reasons for moving from each residence. Reasons for
p u t moves were compared with reasons for the most recent move in order to determine
the key factors that determine residential moves in this neighborhood- Although famdïes
described diHerent rnoving contexts, similar reasons were given for both the past and most
recent moves. The order of the frequency at which reasons for the most recent moves
were cited is given in Table 6. The responses in the table represent the number of

respondents that selected each reason as most signifîcant.
Table 6: Reasons for Most Recent Move

1 Reason for moving From previous residence 1
Rent too hiphkould not afford rent
House too smali/to move to bigger house
Safety: Gd's lneiphborhood safety
Problerns with neiphbor (s)/neiphborhood
To move doser to schools /arnenities

Number of responses
cited
6
4
3
1
1

1

When asked why they left their past places of residence, most of the participants
frequently described housing as being too small, and not king affordable. These reasons

were similar to reasons cited for the most recent move(s). Safety issues, neighbor and
neighborhood problems and relationship probhms with partners were also cited by some

of the respondents as reasons that precipitated past moves. Other reasons cited for past
moves included:
Landlordcaretaker pro blems
Unsatisfied with housing managernentfmaintenance
Unattractive house ("ugIy housellayo u t/carpets9')
Tired of living in Manitoba Housing
Apartment condernned
Evictio n
Hookers/gangs on Street
House Xested with mice and cockroaches
Need to get away from dnnking buddies
To get away from abusive partner
Divorce/trouble with partaer
Went up north to look for a job
Need to be near friendsfrelitives ( "too lonely")
Need to get away frorn family/relatives
To go help a sick relative
Out of the tifteen families interviewed thirteen were lookïng to move again. Only
two respondents indicated that they were not lookllig to move again because their current
accommodation was big enough and the rent was "good". Those intendhg to move again
frorn their current housing gave the foiiowing reasons:

Place too srncilllneed for a bigger househeed for bigger space
Rent too high
Safetyheighborhood issues
Dru&/ disruptive/ noisy/nosy neighbors

Overal, most respondents cited high rents and the shortage of dwelling space as
the important reasons for moving from their previous residences. Neighborhood safety and

problems with neighbors ranked as the next important reasons for recent and p s t moves.
However, these 'push factors' (Higgitt 1994) intertwined with other bothersome t h g s in
their lives or neighborhood Tmally make them move out of their accomrnodation-

F d a r i t y with the current neighborhood and improved n e m e s s to f a d y and

friends were the next most cited reasons for moving, Two of the respondents who iïved in
public houshg indicated that they had no choice in moving lnto their present house o r
neighborhood but rather took what was avdable a t the the. All the participants indicated
their choice of house was largely dictated by their incorne-

The desire for cheaper rental accommodation and more dwelling space, as w e l as
neighborhood safety, iduenced the rnobility and residential choices of the respondents-

All the FdITLilies who had moved three o r more times in the last four years indicated that
they were looking to move from their current accommodation. While the reasons they
gave for wanting to move from their present accommodation were similar to the reasons
they gave for their recent and past moves, other reasons cited include house break-ins,

abusive partners, famïly break-up and raciai prejudice- The probiematic neighbors were
described as those that drank too much, partied too much and those that constantiy
cornplained about noise from children. Two respondents, however, reportai job-related
rnoves away from and back to Winnipeg.

4.4 Mobility Histories

AU the participants were asked to report their rno bility histories by indicating how
many times they had moved and di the places they had Iived in within those four years, in
reverse chronological order. Findings show that a majonty of these farnilies (13 out of 15)
were highly mobile as they had moved three or more times. Over two-thirds had had
moved six to Rùie times within the four years. The number of moves for each respondent

is given in Table 7.

Table 7:Number of Times Moved

Participant
I

Number of moves in past four years
9

,

Some of the respondents had moved away from the neighborhood but they often

returned to do laundry, grocery shopping and go to church in their old neighborhoodBecause the participants were used to Living in the William Whyte area, they did not move

too far away from their former neighborhoods, insistùig that they were used to living in
the North End area. The next few paragraphs describe the mcbility histones of four of the
participants who were interviewed in more d e t d in the second round of interviews. These
four participants have been selected to represent the main themes that emerged from the
interviews. The narnes used are pseudonyms.

a) Yuki: Facilities and Relationship Problems

Yuki (not her reaI name) was a 25-year-old mother of five who had recently
moved from the neighborhood but who contïnued to retum to use the senices in the old
neighborhood such as laundry façilities and chdd-care. Her chiidren were aged between
nine and two years. Her children were not involved in any activities in the new place and
they had not made any friends there. When 1 fxst met Yuki, she had corne to her fknd's
house to do her family laundry because her new accommodation did not have a washing
machine. Although her friend's house was quite a distance from her current residential

neighborhood, she had not estabiished m y connections with anyone in the new
neighborhood who would help her out when she did not have any money to pay at the
Laundromat. She did not like her current neighborhood and described it as "terrible",
with "very bad kids" and "many drunksYTAlthough she was fairly satisfied with the new

house and its management, she did not like the neighborhood at dl. She did not like p u b k
housing and the kind of people who lived there. She did not like living in the inner city
neighborhoods, but she realized that she could not afford accommodation elsewhere. She
had applied for public housing in two locations in the suburbs but was allocated one in this

inner city neighborhood that was not her preference.
This was the ninth place Yuki had moved hto in the 1 s t two years and the tirst
public housing accommodation. In a period of eight months, between December 1999 and
July 2000, she had iived in three different places, a change of residence at an average of

once every two-and-haif months. She moved out of the Iast place because she broke up
with her boyfnend and was not able to pay rent by herseK Her frequent moves had
included some short stays with relatives and friends. However, Yuki did not describe or

view her frequent moves negatively. She descnkd her frequent changes of residence
PO sitively

and indicated that she was now used to it; moving did not bother her.

She

reported that, as a result of the moving, she and her children had learnt to make new
friends,
Yuki felt that she had moved a lot and Iikened herself to a "gypsy", as she did not

feel any particular rootedness to a particular place now- She indicated that she did not
have strong social ties in the current or previous neighborhood, and had no one in the
neighborhood with whom she could t a k to if she had any problems. She however did not
move a lot during her childhood because her parents had a fairly stable home and income.
Even as an adult, there was a time that she did not move a lot- That time she iived in a nice
apartment in a safe neighborhood that was close to schoois. parks and shopping. She had
to move out of that apartment because her f d y grew and they needed more space that
was within their price range.

She had moved severd times since then but she had never found accommodation
that was comparable to this "best" place. Subsequent moves h d continued to be
unsatisfactory on many counts because the main source of income for her household was
her boyfi-iend's employment with a service Company where he was paid minimum wage.
Although he worked long hours (when there was work), his eamings were hardly enough

for them to pay for their basic needs and afford to rent adequate. quality housing in the
location of their choice. According to Yuki. their relationship had not k e n very stable
lately. This had prompted her to take up public housïng so that if they broke up again in
the future she did no t have to move out or be evicted because of inability to pay rent in a
privately rented house.

Yuki indicated that most of the moves had k e n undertaken voluntanly in the hope
of finding suitable, adequate and af5ordable housing and safer neighborhoods o r streets.
However, a few of the moves had not been voluntary- At one tirne she was evicted
because of inability to pay rent, and another tirne she had been forced to relocate because
the apartment buiIding she lived in was condemned and closed down. Issues of housing

and neighborhood safety had played a role in her frequent moves but she indicated that
dficulty in paying rent and dissatisfaction with the size of the dwelling have been the
principal reasons for her frequent changes of residence- She pointed out that as her
children grow bigger, she would need more space and would inevitably have to move in
seürch of spacious, safe and affordable housing. According to Yuki, the only thing that
could guarantee that she did not move again could be to fmd a house that was spacious
enough for her famiiy and whose rent she would manage to pay from her meager
resources. But she did no t see this being realized in the near future.

b) Nokoni: Cost and Size of Housing
No koni's story represents respondents who expressed concerns about the cost and

size of housing in William Whyte neighborhood. It is important to note that most of the
respondents were long term residents of the North End neighborhoods that are
predo rninantly Aboriginal descent.
No koni was a twenty-nine year old mo ther of £ive children. Nokoni had moved six
times in the 1st three years. Nokoni did not always move frequently and was in fact fairly
stable in her childhood and up until three years ago. Before her recent frequent moves she
lived in public housing with her mother but "got t i r e d of living in public housing.

Although living in public housing provided her with stability, she "felt abused by a lot of
mental garnes" by the public housing agency. At the time of the interview, Nokoni iived
with her husband and children in a single detached home. She was in full time

employment, while her husband was self-employed.
Although Nokoni had changed residence six -es,

she has tned to locate housing

within the catchment area of her chiidren's schools. Thus her children had oniy changed
schools three tirnes. She reported that a l l the neighborhoods she had lived in were in the
North End area, She indicated that she codd not move away from the neighborhoods that
were predorninantly Abonginal because she did not want her children to be "prejudiced
againsty' in neighborhoods where they would be a minorïtyThe main reasons that she cited for moWlg were dissatisfaction with the size of the
dwelling, and difficuity in paying rent that w u dways "too high. She had to move fiom
the last place not only because it was too smdi and costly, but also because "the yard was
not fenced, the paint was falling aput, the yard had no g r a s and the landlord would not
do the repais" on the house. On two occasions she had to move because of employmentrelated reasons. One tirne she had to move to her reserve in the North to try and find
work. This was after cornpleting her coilege education. However, she did not find work
and had to move back to the city &ter onIy three months. In the North, Nokoni's family

had to be accommodated by a relative and " were pretty crowded".

Nokoni recognized that she had moved too many times in the l u t three years.

Looking for a house had been stresshil to her because of having to constantly sell and buy
furniture. For example, when she moved to her reserve in the North to €id work, she had
to sell al1 her fürniture because she intended to go and stay there permanently. M e n she

moved back to the city, she moved to live with her mother in a privately rented house.
This was too srnall for her family but it was the only house she could aEford given her
lirnited fmancial resources at the time. She not o d y disliked the house but her mother was
stiU bcdrinkingtoo much"- She had to "move the children away from that environment".
She therefore decided to end the living arrangement with her mother and live alone.

Nokoni had looked for housuig for a long time before she h a i l y moved across the street
into her current housing because the "rent is good here. It is bigger, it has a washer and
dryer and landlord takes good care of the building". When she rnoved to her current place,
she did not have much furniture - the famiy "had to sit and sleep on the floor for

sometirne."
Although there were many vacant and boarded up houses on her street and
prostitutes had occasionaliy worked on the street, Nokoni did not wish to move out soon
again because she liked the house she lïved in - 'it is within waiking distance to my place

of work." Finding bigger and more affordable accommodation and living near her place of
work were two factors that would provide stability for her family- However, despite
having lived in this neighborhood and street for over a year, she did not know any of her
neighbors. But her mother lïved across the street and she had fiends who lived a few
blocks away. She was not intending to move soon because she felt that she was used to
the areü and the current accommodation was big enough for her family and the rent was
affordable.

c) Wappo: Safety Issues and Relationship Problems

Wappo 's story represents neighborhood safety issues and relationship problems as
reasons for residential mobility. Wappo had moved several times within the sarne
neighborhood because of housing-related pro blems, "gang pro blem" and to seek refuge
from an abusive partner. She had moved over seven times in the last two years and could
not remember ail the places she had lived in during the past four yearsWappo descrïbed her frequent rnoving as "stressfiil", "hard" and "fiancially
distressing". More often the moves were undertaken because of housing-related reasonsShe cited the principal reasons for m o h g frequently as "rent too high" and "house too

small," She has always moved by herself Le., without any help from a government agency
or anyone else and had to pay for the moves herseIf- Wappo had aiways lived in the North
End area; so ail her changes of residence had been withïn the neighborhoods in the North
End. She liked the North End area and could never live anywhere else in the city "because
most people who lived here were of Aboriginal descent,"
During one of the moves when Wappo needed to escape from an abusive partner,
she was accommodated in a women's shelter- When time came for her to move from the
shelter, she went to iive with and take care of a sick mother on the reserve. However, she
could not stay on the reserve for long, because she w u "pregnant and had to corne back

ro the city to have the baby." She then got back together with her boyfriend and moved
into a two-bedroom prïvately rented apartment.

Soon &ter, her boyFriend feli into

"problems with the law and was irnprisoned for two years." Unable to afford the rent, she
moved into the current two-bedroom subsidized house that is owned by a non-profit
agency.

Wappo was a mother of seven who Iived in two-bedroom single f d y house with
her children and her sister. Her two oldest sons aged 15 and 14 lived with her parents and
went to school on the reserve because she feared gangs in the neighborhoods would
recruit them. Wappo was not personally bothered by the presence of gangs in the
neighborhood but she was very concerned that the gangs would negatively Muence her
children. She had also given up her nine-year-old son to ber sister because her partner
"never really liked the boy" and had been very abusive to hirn. However, all the children
lived with her during the summer and school holidays- During the Grst interview the

chiIdren were home for the summer holidays, but her boyfnend was in jail for a gangrelated crime- At the second interview, Wappo's sister and two children had moved to her
apartment and her boyfriend's sister and one child were living with her. A total of 13
people were living in a two-bedroom houseWappo was not employed at the tirne and had never been employed before. Her

main source of income was social assistance. She supplemented her income by
occasionally boardhg people who corne to Winnipeg (for medical reasons) from her
resenre for $20 a night, and claimed this arnount from a govemment agency. Because of
her Limited resources. getting a house that was affordable and spacious enough for her big
f a M y and relatives had always been a pro blem. Most of the houses she could afford have

only two-bedrooms: "this is too srnail for my family and other relatives who Iive with me

from tirne to time." Wappo hdicated that she was planning to move again soon and was
already looking for "a suitable house" at the time of the interview-

d) Peona: Lifestyîe Choice
Peona represents mobile families that corne to view moving as a Iifestyle choice,
sometfiing they iïke doing in order to cope with their Lves and living environment.
"Peoria" i . one such respondent who reported that she enjoyed moving and did not
describe her moving experiences negatively- If she did not like a place or neighbor or

Iandlord, she moved out- AU her residential moves had been wïthin the same
neighborhood. She had moved out of the neighborhood oniy once but she becarne "too
loneIy" and moved back to her former street after only four months. Peoria had moved
over seven times in the l u t three years. In the p s t eight months of the year, she had
moved three tirnes with the Iast three moves having k e n within houses on the same street.
She indicated that she would never again move out of the neighborhood. This was not a
pattern of moving that she learned in her childhood because she was born and raised in this
area of the city.
Peoria Iived in a three-bedroom single fmily house with her three children. At the
time of the interview, she w u not employed and had never been employed before. Her

main source of incorne was &O

social assistance, She indicated that whenever she wanted

to move, she had no problem fmding a house because she knew many landlords in that
area and there were many "ugly" houses to choose frorn. In any case, Peoria did not move

too far away from her previous residence(s). Similady, she did not always move to bigger

or better housing in the area- She descrïbed the houses in the entire inner city as "dumps"

and "pit stops" and her frequent residenthi changes as "moving from one dump into
another". She had previously moved from previous residences because of dissatisfaction
with the size of the dwelling, the way the house looked ("ugly house"), and because of the

presence of gang members

Ïn

the area However, the main reason she moved frequently

was that she easily "got tired of living in one house for long penods of the."

4-4.1 Feelings about Frequent Mobility

Respondents were asked to talk about moving experiences or f e e h g s about
previous mobility- Over two-tkds (eleven) of the respondents reported that moving was
stressful and expensive- They also indicated that it was difficuIt to settle d o m with
constant moving, and that the children especialiy found it hard to establish roots and
fnendships in one place. M e n asked to describe theu moving experiences, most indicated
that they "don't like it, there is nothuig nice about moving; it is a lot of work especially
with kids; kids donyt&et to settle in one placey'_Although these households would have

liked to settle in one place, they were nonetheless resigned to constant rnovhg because
they would not fmd a suitable house that was big enough and affordable for them in their

neighborhood or the part of a neighborhood that was desirable for themTwo participants, however, reported thüt there were "many houses to choose fiom
and move to whenever" they wanted. They described their moving experiences positively
and indicated that moving did not bother them and that they actually enjoyed moving.

Here is what they had to say about constant rno Wig:
"Moving does not bother me anymore because 1 am now used to it; chiidren get
leam and get to meet new fnends and leam to müke friends."

"1 don't mind moving. 1 enjoy movïng. There is no shortage of housing, so 1have
no problem with Tinding a house."
"Knowing that 1 am moving out of the dump is the best thing about moving".

Moving had become a Westyle for this group of movers as they would 'get tired'
living in one place for long periods of t h e . These lifestyle movers did not move too far

away from their previous house or neighborhoods and thus did not cut any ties with the
area. At Ieast two frequent movers would not describe what their feelings were while
some indicated their feelings concerning a move depended on whether or not they had a
choice of movulg during specifiç moves- Those who chose to move were resigned to
constant moving and viewed the moves much more positively. Those who had moved
because of eviction or farnily problems viewed the ensuing move negatively-

4.4.2 Choice of Housing and Neighborhood

Mobility literature often assumes that factors that initiate a move are ofien not the
same as those that determine the selection of a destination (Owusu, 1999)- In terms of
choice of housing, respondents were asked to indicate why they preferred their current
residence and to list factors that they considered important in the selection of a new
residence. When asked whether they had a choice as to whether or not they should move
into their current residence, over sixty percent (or nine) of the respondents indicated that
they had no particular preference for their current accommodation. They had taken
whatever accommodation was avdable or was d o c a t e d to them when they needed
housing, Most of these respondents lived in public housing or non-profit housingThe respondents who had chosen to move into their current residence indicated

that the most important reason for choosing theû current residence was the relatively low
rent and bipger living space. They also cited oiher reasons such as nearness to schools and
arnenities, fnendly neighbors, familiarity with the area and nearness to fafnilylrelative~~

Participants who had a choice as to whether and where to move also indicated that they
did not find any difficulties in finding a new place when it carne to choosing another place
to move to. However, they also ùidicated that since affordable rent and adequate Iiving
space determined their choice of next residence, there was limi-ted availability of suitable
and affordable accommodation in the area,

Residentid rnobility decisions are not always made vohntarily, but can be
influenced by externai factors such as eviction, or forced moves due to a condernned
building or discrimination in the housing market. Since most of these families (two thirds

or ten) depended on govemrnent assistance for their income, they could not afford to

move into suitable and decent housîng in the neighborhoods that they desired. Thus, theü
choice of residential destination was dictated by income. Although some of them chose to

move, their choice of residence always ended up behg unsatisfactory because they could

not afford more decent homes within or out of the neighborhoodWhen participants were asked to describe the kind of things they took into
consideration when they chose to move, the followïng things were the most frequently
cited considerations:

Suitable housing
AffordabiLity
Type of neighborhood
Safety; and
Nemess to schools, family and friends.

Low rental cost and adequate d w e k g space emerged again as signscant 'pull'
factors to a new residence. Many of the participants also indicated that they wouid avoid

moving to a place where they perceived racid prejudice, dismptive, drunken and noisy
neighbors, unsafie streets and bad landlords.

The housing choices for many of the households interviewed were subject to
perso nal constraints and specific neighborhood bises- These affected their residential
search patterns and dtimately the choice of neighborhood and type of residence (Owusu
1999). Most (14 out of 15) of the participants that reported housing affordability and
space problems, they

&O

indicated that most of the readily avaiiable rental housing was

often of very poor quality. Because of the poor quality of housing, and problems with

neighborhood safèty, families moved persistently in search of quality affordable
accommodation. Thus when asked to compare their current home with the last one, most
of these participants could only indicate very minor differences in quality, space or rent
rates,
Thirteen of the f ~ t e e nrespondents Limited their housing search to the inner city
and in areas with a high concentration of Abonginal people. At least three of these

respondents indicated that they Iooked for housing in primariIy Aboriginal neighborhoods
because they were trying to avoid k i n g discrirninated against in other parts of Winnipeg's
housing market. One respondent put it this way: 'You don't want to live with people who
are prejudiced agauist your children". Thus. most respondents looked for housing in

neighbourhoods where they thought chances of prejudice would be lower. Although a

some indicated preferences for ethnically-mixed neighbourhoods, some indicated that they
preferred to live near members of their own cultural grouplrace so that their children
would learn their culture-

4.4.3 Number of Times Children Changed Schools

Residential moving has been associated with dropping out of school (Coleman

1988) because important social ties that are important for children's cognitive and social
development are often damaged and sometïmes completely severed each time a child
changes schools. In neighborhoods with a highly mobile population, schools are unstable

because the insecunty and transience expenenced by mobile fatniil-es weakens the social
ties necessary to bind neighborhoods together- This often extends to the interactions of
neighborhoods wit h their social institutions including schoois- This has imphcations for
policies and programs needed to stabilize chiidren and families, hence the need to discuss
the number of times a chiid changed schools because the family moved-

Respondents were asked to indicate the number of times each of their children had
changed schools as a resuit of the residential changes and to describe whether the change
of schools had affected the children's academic performance in any way. Reports from the
respondents show that most of the children in these families had changed schools two or
more Urnes. Table 8 shows the number of t h e s a childchildren changed schools as the
farnily changed residence. for those participants who reponed school changes for their

children,

Table 8: Number of Times Child Changed Schools
Participant
1

2
3
4
5

Number of moves in
past four years
9
3

No- of times K-6 child
changed schoois
4

6

4-Gr.6
3-Gr. 1
2
3

6
6

2

-

One grade three child, whose mother had changed residence nine times in three
years, had changed schools four times. In one year done, this child had changed schools
three times. Another grade one child had changed schools three times in the past year
while another had changed schools twice in his Tist grade. AU the parents whose chiIdren
had changed schoois indicated that the reason for the children's change in schools was

change in residenceWhen asked to specificdiy indicate whether frequent change in schools had

dfected their children's a c a d e ~ cperformance, fourteen of the participants were not able

to determine whether or not there had been any change in the children's academic
performance. Only one participant was able to describe what she discerned as a negative
effect of the change of schools on her daughter's acadernic performance. The rest of the

parents indicated that their chiidren were happy in their current schools.
Those parents who said that the chiidren were happy in their current schools
attributed this to "open and fnendly teachers" or "teachers who did not yeU" a lot at the

1O4

children- When asked about the quality of education in their children's and neighborhood
schook, thirteen rated the schools favorably whiie two said that the curriculum in the
schools was "poor".

A few of the participants pointed out that some of the schools that

were good in teaching Aboriginal culture to their chddren had "poor cum*cuIum". They
indicated that dthough teaching and involving the children in their own culture, was good,
they felt that this should also be backed up by a strong academic curriculum too.

OveralI, when the number of times chddren changed schools is compared to the
number of times the family changed residence, it becomes apparent that most children did
not change schools as often as the fafnilies changed residence. This has implications for

programs that are developed to curb high student mobility and the improvement of
academic performance.

4.4.4 Pattern of Mobility

Residential destination decisions have widespread impacts on urban areas- A

discussion of whrre participants move to or from is warranted as a contribution to policy
interventions ahned at revitalizing inner city neighbourhoods in Winnipeg. Participants
were asked to narne dl the places they had Lived in the 1 s t four years and the reasons for
rnoving from each place. Those who had moved a lot could no t remember ail the places
they had lived in, others would only remernber the street narnes, while others were able to

remember most of the places. However, the origin and destination neighborhoods that
they reported moving to and from show a distinct pattern.
Most of the respondents had moved within the same neighborhood w N e others
had rnoved within the same street. Some reported that they would never move from the

neighborhood, whlle others indicated that they disliked the neighborhood and would have
liked to five elsewhere if they had adequate resources- Many of those living in public
housing took it as an alternative of last resort and did not like living there- Since most of
the participants had low incomes, they found affordable accommodation in public housing
or bw-rent non-pro fit housingAn important Fmding however was that most highly mobile families moved

between and within neighborhoods with a s i d a r rdciai mix and economic characteristics.
As reported earlier in the discussion of housing and neighborhood choice, participants

tended to move within and between neighborhoods with a high Aboriginal population.
About two thirds of the respondents relied on agency help to find housing while a
few others relied on friends and relatives for information about current housing vacancies.
Only one reported using the newspaper to locate current housing while another found her

current accommodation through a window advertisement at her current house- Availability
of public and non-profit housing in this area, and reliance on friends/relatives for
information about current housing vticancies, combined to steer the participants into this
neighborhood and area. This limited housing choices that would be available for them
elsewhere.

4.5 Neighborhood EEects

A series of open-ended questions asked the respondents to describe their

residential neighborhoods in terrns of people, safety, services, appearance and
neighborhood schools- In this study, neighborhood sdety was frequently mentioned as a
reason for moving from previous neighborhoods or particular srreets or sections in the

same neighborhood- Most respondents reported

that

their curent residential

neighborhoods were unsafe, or they that they were " b a d neighborhoods. Perceptions of
safety depended o n whether the respondents had experienced a break-in into their
residence, whether there were run-down or boarded-up buildings in the neighborhood,
whether there were peopIe who drunk a lot, and whether there were gangs and prostitutes.
Findings horn this study indicate that neighborhood perception plays a major part in the
residents' decisions to move in and out of certain neighborhoodsThose respondents who descnbed the neighborhood as bad had experîenced a
break-in or at Ieast knew someone in the neighborhood whose house had been broken into
in the recent past. Some of these respondents indicated that they had moved away from

certain sections or streets that they perceived as unsafe, but relocated to another part of
the sarne neighborhood. Many of those who described the neighborhood as very bad were
planning to move again shortly. Even those who were not planning to move again in the

ïmmediate hture were not doing so because they were consuained by their personai,
financial and family circums tances.
The frndings also reved that the perceived unsaCe character of the neighborhood

does no t always prompt households to move. Three respondents indicated that although
there were break-ins, gangs, hookers or dninks in their neighborhood, they were not
looking to move because "they don't bother me". Some of those who described their
residential neighborhoods negatively but did not wmt to move out indicated that they
either Wted the house they were living in or had ffiends and family in these neighborhoods.
Some had Iearned to cope with and hve with the neighborhood problems. Those who lived

in public housing were especiaUy constrained because the housing authority would not

move them to an alternate location just because of their negative perceptions conceniing
their residential neighborhood.

4.6 Social Connections among Residents

4.6.1 Presence of Friends/Relatives in their Neighborhoods

Participants were asked questions regardhg their attachment to the neighborhood
and community. They were asked to indicate whether they had any relatives and friends in

the neighborhood, whether neighbors helped each other out regularly, whether they were
members in community and neighborhood associations and whether residents would corne
together and solve serious neighborhood problems if they aroseFindings indicate that most participants had friends or relatives living in their
current and previous residential neighborhood. When asked whether they helped each
other out sometimes, the responses were mixed, Some had moved in to their current
neighborhoods in order to be close to friends or relatives but indicated that they rarely did
things together. Rowever, others indicated that they helped each other out regularly by
baby sitting for one another and driving (those who don? have a car) for grocery

shopping. Sorne did not have any f ~ e n d so r relatives in their current neighborhoods and
indicated that ali their fiiends were living in previous neighborhoods of residence.
Overall, the ties between neighborhood residents did not seem strong as some
respondents indicated that they kept to themselves, and did not want to bother or be
bothered by anyone. When wked if there was anyone in the neighborhood, who would
give them a hand when they needed help, more than half of the participants did not

mention any of their neighbors. In hct, most of them did not know the next door

neighbors by name because they never did any activities together- In addition, a l the
participants indicated that they did not have any attachments to their particular
neighborhood and did not participate in any neighborhood social activïties. They,
however, strongly idenmed with the predominantly Aboriginal identity and culture in the
general area of the North End-

4.6.2 Membership in Neighborhood Improvement Associations

Some scholars contend that individuals who are involved in neighborhood
associations are unlikely to leave communities they are dissatisfied with because these
associations empower residents to take greater control over the situations that affect their
lives (Oropesa 1989: 437). Respondents were asked whether they knew of or belonged to

any social group, club o r neighborhood improvement organization. If participants were
members of any group, they were asked to describe the type of activities their group or
organization engaged in- If they knew of organiziltions in their neighborhood but did not
belong to them. they were asked to describe the reasons they did not want to join these
groups.

Findings in this study however indicate that most respondents in the study did not
belong to any neighborhood improvement association and did not know if there was one
in their neighborhood. Thus when they had problems in their communities, they opted to
move out of tkc neighborhood or learned to live with the problems. None of the
respo ndents knew that they belonged to theïr children's scho01s parent-teacher
associations and none of them participated in volunteer activities in their children's

schools. Only two of the respondents occasionaiIy used the programs and semices offered
in the neighborhood drop in center,

4.7 Chapter Sumrnary

The study was carried out to examine the pattern and reasons for high

residentid mo bility among low-income households with school-age children- Through
in-dep th interviewing techmques, the fmdings indicate that a number of personal, social,

econo rnic, ho using and neighborhood factors have a signiticant effect on residentid
moving. The desire for cheap and spacious rentd accommodation was cited as one of
the most important reason for moving from their previous residences- High rents and

the need for more dwelling space were also cited as important reasons for wanting to

move from the current residence. Other fictors that were found to have a strong effect
on residential rnoving were poor housing conditions, pro blems with neighbors,
rehtionship breakdown (problems with abusive. drunk partners) and likstyle factors.
Overall, factors found to have the largest effect on mobility were size of
housing, high rents and issues of neighborhood safety. High rents and dissatisfaction
with the size of dwelling were the most consistently-cited push factor for all

respondenu. Because most of the respondents Uitem-ewed had large families, they
reported the difficulty of fmding accommodation that was spacious enough, in good
condition, within their price range, safie and available when they needed it. Although
most reported no difficulty in finding their current accommodation, the main problern

was in locating quality housing that was adequate for their large families. When they
found housing that was affordable and adequate, it was deficient in many other aspects.

This led to dissatisfaction and the desire to move once again in the relentkss search for
housing that satisfied their affordability and space needs (Morris and Winter 1976).
Just as high rents and inadequate IiWig space emerged as important 'push'
factors, Iower rents and adequate living space were cited as 'pull' factors to a new
residence. Although over sixty percent of the participants reported haWig no particular
preference for their current housuig, they nonetheIess took what was available o r was
allocated to them because of its low rent or bigger space. Thus, over seventy percent o f
the respondents indicated that a combination of low rent and sufficient living space was

important in their selection of current residence,
The need for low rental accommodation c m be attributed to the participants'
10 w incomes. As already no ted, the average annud ernplo yment incorne for residents in

the William Whyte was a low o f 9;13,650 in 1996, as compared to $25,677 for the city
of Winnipeg. The average F d y incorne for femde and one-parent families was

$16,316, as compared to $26,536 for the City of Winnipeg. The proportion of
households with incomes below $20.000 is 60 percent, a proportion much higher than
that of both the inner city and the city of Winnipeg as a whole- This may be due to a

number of factors such as low levels of schooling, low labor force participation and
dependence on social assistance.
Ano ther no tewo rthy fmding is that the residential relocation decisions were also

influenced by the perceived racial discrimination in the housing market. This perception
of discrimination served to limit the participants' housing search to and within
neighbourhoods with a high Aboriginal population, where chances of discrimination
were perceived to be lower. Reliance on public agencies and networks of friends and

relatives for current accommodation information has tended to channel and confime
participants' residential mobility iato th& and similar North End neighborhoods.

CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
5.1 Surnmary of the Findings
The purpose of this study was to describe the pattern and causes of residential
mo bility among poor families living in a poor inner city neighborhood in Winnipeg. Th& is

to enhance our understanding of the relatiunship between housing conditions and frequent
mobility among low-incorne households. The fmdings of this study, though largely
exploratory and descriptive in nature, have a bearing on the development of policies and
pro g r a m memt to address pro b1ems of residential mo bility and neighborhood

revitalization in the inner city.

Based on in-depth face-to-face interviews of a selected sample of fïf'teen serial
movers, a number of important may be made, as summarized bel0 w:
1. Frequent residential changes in the WiLliarn Whyte neighborhood take place in

the sarne neighborhoods or across the street. That is, this study found that
serial movers in the William Whyte neighborhood tend to move within the
same neighborhood or between neighborhoods with simiIar characteristics.

2. Frequent residentid changes particularly affects Aboriginal single rnothers with

low levels of education and low household incornes. These lone-parent women

have reIatively large fiunilies and lived in housing with multiple housing
deficiencies,

3. These Aboriginal single parent women moved

iocaUy within their

neighborhood or shifted only from one address to another on the sarne street or

block in the North End area of Winnipeg.

4- While many of the women interviewed were long-term residents of the North

End area of Winnipeg, and indicated that they k e d living in this predominantly
Aboriginal area, a few expressed preferences for housing in other
neighborhoods not in the North End area and the inner city5. Residential destination decisions were ais0 influenced by the perceived racial

discrimination in the housing market; this perception of discrimination sewed
to limit the participants' housing search to and within neighbourhoods with a
high Aboriginal population where chances of discrimination were perceived to
be lower-

6 , Reliance on public agencies and networks of friends and relatives for current
accommodation information tended to channel and confine participants'
residential rnobility into this and simiIar North End neighborhoods.
7. Since these households mainly moved within the general area of the North

End, the negative effect on community social ties was modest.
8. The need to fmd more room for a family of growing children, and the need to

fmd cheaper accommodation was commonly cited as one of the main reasons
for moving while other Fimilies moved to fmd safer living environments9.

A number of farnily moves were propelied by other negative expenences.

These included concems about gangs and hookers on the Street, fires,
evictions. cockroaches and refusals of landlords to make needed repairs.
10. Although a majority of the fimilies interviewed indicated that they moved for

reasons of coping with substandard housing, unaffordable rent and unsafe

neighborhoodsfstreeis, none of the moves had resulted in the resolution o r
~ i g ~ c aimprovement
nt
of their housing and neighborhood conditions.

11. Despite the existence of many houses to choose from when they decided to
move, these houses offered them no real choices because their conditions were
often similar to the ones that they wanted to move from - too small, in very
bad shape and too expensive12. The act of moving was seen as a @en as respondents seemed to expect that
frequent mobility would continue as long as the circumstances that necessitated
frequent moves did not change,

13. Although the persistent movers portrayed a sense of helplessness about never
having the financial resources necessary to escape the cycle of mobility, a some

of the families no netheless described t heir mo bility experiences positively.
Skills in adapting to change were identified as positive outcornes of frequent

moving 14. Those respondents who had moved more frequently as a result of an eviction

or family problems often viewed mobility most negatively- Families in these
situations described movuig a hard and stressful.

'

Overall, it is apparent that housing probiems play a critical role in causing and
perpetuating a pattern of frequent residentiai changes experienced by the sarnple of loneparent women who participated in the present study- Findings for this study suggest that
there is a close relationship between residential mobility, farnily size and availability of
adequate affordable housing, especidiy for larger families. Because of Limited affordable
housing that is suitable for larger families, these families ofien moved to houses that they

CO mistently

found inadequate. The difficulty of fmding quality affordable housing that was

large enough to meet their space requirements, and in the neighborhoods o f their choice,

was related to the participants' 10w household income, Long-tenn unemplo yment and

dependence on social assistance (as their major source of household income). LOW
incomes (due to long-term unemplo yment and dependency on social assistance) Iùnited
these families to accommodation that is at the Iower end of rental housing marketBecause of the movers' low incomes, when their families moved they experienced
very little Unprovernent in their housing and neighborhood quality. The frequency of family

moves is thus hcreased by families moWig into deficient housing with the hope that they
would be able to fmd somethuig suitable in the next and subsequent moves. In the next

section, the specific variables that were found to influence residential mobility, and how
these variables are iïnked to the literature reviewed in Chapter Two are presented.

5.2 Factors Influencing Frequent Residential Mobility in the Study Area
Literature reviewed in Chapter Two, suggests that residential mo bility is
detemiined by various factors that work topther o r in combination to influence mobilityFactors such as age, fimily size and structure, socio-econornic status (Cook and Bruin
1997: South and Crowder 1997), ho using tenure, ho using characteristics (McHugh et al.
1990), neighborhood and public school quality (Lee et al. 1994; Harris 1995) are some of
the factors that affect mobility in and out of neighborhoods.
interrelated and interdependent.

Often these factors are

How some of these factors affected mobility in the

William Whyte neighborhood is discussed next.

5.2-1Housing Tenure and Length of Residence in a Neighborhood
The results of this study are consistent with previous research that has found that
renters are more likely to move when they becorne dissatisfied with their housing
(McHugh, Gober and Reid 1990)- All the householders interviewed were renters who

reported experiencuig pro blems with the housing or neighborhood they moved to. Most of
the householders i n t e ~ e w e dhad not lived in their houses for long. However they had
lived in the area for a long tirne and were used to Living in the area Even when they were
very dissatisfied with the housing in the area and had many neighborhood problems, they

said that they would not iïve anywhere else. This fmding is line with previous research that
suggests that in addition to housùig tenure. t h e spent in a neighborhood signincantly
reduce the Wrelihood of mobility out of the neighborhood (Earhart and Weber 1996;
Bolan 1997).

5.2.2 Age of Households

In Chapter 2. it was indicated that young households are more mobile than older
households and that the propensity to move is highest during the Fimdy formation, child-

bearing and child-launching phases of the Life cycle (Varddy 1983; Rossi 1955; South and
Deane 1993; Earhart and Weber 1996). The fmdings of this study support this view in that
most of the participants who moved frequently were in their child-bearing and childlaunchhg years (between the age of 25 and 40 years). This fmding is also consistent with

other studies that have found that chronic mobility is pronounced among Aboriginal
families with pre-school and school-aged children (Chu 1991; Clathworthy 1996; CMHC
1996b). The respondents indicated that they moved frequently in order to try to get

housing that was big enough for growing children and an environment that was safe for
the children as further discussed in 5-2-3below.

5.2.3 Family Size and Household Composition.
This study also supports the view that residential mobility increases with family

size and that households with large f&es

tend to expenence frequent moves because

they are always tryùig to find a place to live that is safe, adequate and af5ordable (Rossi

1980; Speare 1974; Buerkle 1997). Most of the respondents i n t e ~ e w e dhad between
three and seven chddren while some households had more than one f d y living with
them- Given their limited resources, larger families particularly reported that finding
adequate housing for their Families in neighborhoods of their choice was extremely
dificult. A number of f d - e s with five o r more persons indicated that they experienced
overcrowding, whether they lived in public housing or private-market housing- They
further pointed out that it was dficult to locate spacious accommodation that was within
their pnce range in their preferred area of residence. These farnilies therefore had a

repeated pattern of mobility that was characterized by inadequate and substandard
housing. Although frequent moving became a means of alleviating the stress of inadequate
housing and high rents (Keams and Smith 1994), it did not seem to resolve their housing
situation.
The Fmdings for this study &O resonate with mo bility studies that have found that:
a) race determines the h d of neighborhood people tend to move to (Harris 1995; St.

John et al. 1995), and b) econornicaily vulner~blepopulations such as female-headed and
racial minority households tend to move within particular urban settings because they have

limited neighborhood and housing options (Cook and Bmin 1997; South and Crowder

1998b; St. John and Edwads 1995)-Although most of the participants interviewed were
Abo riginal lone parent women with low Ievels of education and incorne, these respondents
tended to move within the same neighborhoods or between neighborhoods with similar

racial and econornic characteristics- Most indicated that they were more comfortable living
with other Aboriginal people and cited fear of racial prejudice as reasons why they would

not want to move to neighborhoods without a similar racial composition. Although some
expressed preferences for racidiy mixed neighborhoods, they did wish to move into areas
where their children would likely encounter racial prejudice. These feus were not

unfounded, as one participant narrated how she had once moved into a house in the

Maples but had to move back to the downtown because her children were continually
caiied "savages" by her neighbors.
The single-parent women (23 out of 15 participants) remained outside the labor

force in order to raise young children, a factor that translates into long-term dependence
on social assistance. Two of the women who worked were employed in low senice
clerical and s z ~ c jobs.
e
Thus, dependence on social assistance and employment in lowlevel püying jobs transliited into iimited Fiancial resources that would not afford them
quality suitable housing in better quality neighborhoods- Because theu low incomes could
not enable them to get into decent housing, each house they went into fell short of their

expectations and needs. They were always dissatisfied with many of the houses they
moved into and thus constantiy moved to try and locate adequate housing that they could
dford- The interplay of such factors as family sue, race, gender, employment, education

and income placed these households at a disadvantage in the housing market and
Znffuenced the chronic mo bility among this population.

5.3 Housing and Neighborhood Characteristics
Fourteen of the participants were dissatisfied with their current accommodation

and neig hborhood environment. The respondents' level of satisfaction with their housing

was strongly influenced by the quaiity of housing, the living space, and arnount of rent
paid for the unit. This study challenges those studies that have suggested that there is no
relationship between house size, quality of the dwelling and mobility (McHugh et aL 1990)
because the fmdings here indicate that these factors do idluence mobility behavior (Speare

1974; Rossi 1980). The number of bedrooms in a house and the number of children in a
household determined the level of housing satisfaction and thus determined whether
families so ught alternative accommodation. Their dissatisfaction related for the most part
to one or more of the following housing consumption standards: ~ o r d a b i l i t y ,

accessibility, suitability and adequacy (CMHC 1996a, 1996b), as fùrther discussed below-

5.3.1 Affordability and Accessibility
The Canada Housing and Mo rtgüge Corporation (CMHC) defmes affordability as
the ratio of housing cost to household income. In Canada, the generally-accepted

affordability standard for housing suggests that households should not pay more than 30%
of their gross income for housing. From this perspective, households that spend more
than 30% of their gross household income for houshg are deemed to be experiencing

housing affordability problems. While this study did not compute the gross household
income that each family spent on housing, twelve of those interviewed reponed an annual

household income of $1 1.000

- 20,000 and two reported an income of between $21,000 -

26,000. The twelve ais0 indicated that social assistance was their major source of income.
Since social assistance was the major source of income for a majonty the interviewees, the
problem of housing affordability ties in with the ùiadequacy of the housing allowance for
social assistance recipients (CMHC 1996a, I996b; Clathworthy 1983, 1996). Although
housing in the North End is characterized by low rents, the rentd ailowances provided by
the provincial rental assistance are much Iower than market rents, By the year 2000, the
provincial government wa3 still using rental dowances first established in 1993, as shown

in Table 9.
Table 9: Provincial Social Assistance: Monthly Rental Allowance Schedute, 1993
Family Size
2
3
4

5
6

Basic Rent'
$285
$3 10
$351
$37 1
$387

All Inclusive Rent
$387
$430
$47 1
$488

$513

Source: Mcln tyre 3000

Many houses in the area have rent levels much higher than the provincial

expectations. Most of the interviewees paid an avemge monthly rent of $452. The social
assistance transfer payrnents were simply not sufficient for most households to obtain
adequate housing in the current rental market. As a result there were not many quality
suitable houses in the area that were accessible to many of the farnilies on social

assistance. Unless the social rentai allowance is increased to reflect current market rents,
many of the highly mobile farnilies cannot begin to improve their housing situation.

Social assistance benefits pay for Iiydro, Sas and water

5.3.2 Housing Suitability and Adequacy
Housing suitability refers to the relationship between the living space requirernents
of the household and the nature and amount of space available in the dwelling unit

(CMHC 1996a). The most frequently employed hdicators of suitabiiity are density or
crowding indices, for example, persons per room and floor area per person. Households
with more than one-person per room or more than two persons per bedroom are defïned
as "crowded". Another measurement for crowding is the sharïng of a d w e b g by two or
more families (Clathworthy 198350)Findings in this study indicate that when families viewed their housing as not
meeting their needs and expectations for quality and size, the household became
dissatisfied with their housing and made attempts to red~icethe dissatisfaction by moving
'So as to bring their housing in conformity with their needs" (Morris and Winter 1976).

This 'housïng deficit' concept can be applicable to larger households in the William Whyte

area, who were relentlessly moving in search of more spacious accommodation. Units
appropriate for l u g e families (i-e. 41 bedrooms) are few and most are avdable at rent
levels that are unaffordable by families in this studyThese frndings aLso r e - d f w s Clathworthy's

(1 996) conciusion that cro wding

tends to be higher among Aboriginal family households and that these Aboriginal families

experienced household density levels that exceed the crowding threshoId, as shown in
Table IO.

Table 10: Crowding Threshold by Household Size

Household size

7

8+

Minimum no. of bedrooms Maximum density ratio
(Persons per bedroom)

5
5

1.4

1-6

(Source: Clathworthy 1983)

The unusudiy high incidence of overcrowding among Aboriginal fanulies appears
to result from the much larger size of f i - e s and the scarcity of larger (four or more
bedroom) low-cost rental housing units in the neighborhood. Housing conditions in their
residential environments are grossly inadequate whiie current social assistance/shelter
allowances are fxed at such low levels that it makes it very difficult for households to
acquire adequate quality housuig in other neighborhoods. The problem of inadequacy for
neighborhood residents is a combination of poverty, h i t e d choices and old housing stock
(Beavis et al. 1997; Chu, 2992; CMHC 1996a, 1996b).

Housing adequacy refers to the physical quality of the housing unit such as
structural soundness and state of repair. In the study area housing adequacy is associated
with the fact that 62.5% of the housing stock w u constructed before 1946 (Statistics
Canada speciai tabulation of the 1996 census data). As is characteristic of the housing
stock in Winnipeg's inner city, there is a high proportion of dwelling units that are boarded

up, abandoned or in need of major repairs. Since the concentration of poor quality houshg
is fairly high in this neighborhood, the consumption of poor quality housing tends to be

higher among single-parent women-headed fiunilies with young to school age chiidren
(Clathworthy, 1996)-

This study's h d i n g s not only conhrm earlier mobility findings that most
Abo riginal households experience a high incidence of ho using

CO nsump tion

deficiencies,

but that most Aboriginal moves result in less improvement in their housing situation
(Clathworthy 1996). in the current study, the housing cirçurnstances of the residents, at
each move, failed to meet their needs and expectations for size, quali-ty and rent levelsBecause moving did not resoive the housing needs of most of these poor f a d e s , the
persistent search for a better and more affordable accommodation further accentuates the
pro blern of chronic mo bility.

5.3.3 Neigh borhood Perceptions
Consistent with previous research, this study found that over half of the
res pondents moved within neighborhoods with high po verty rates. These familes reported
that this and other neighborhoods in the North End were poor and unsafe. Concerns with
neighborhood safety, f r e s and poor housing influenced thek feelings of iosecurity and
dissatisfaction

with

the

neighborhood

environment.

However,

when

residents'

dissatisfaction with the neighborhood environment was weighed against the social ties,
racial mix and income level, the decision for many was to move between the
neighbo rhoods a n d o r North End.
While the fmdings of this study suggests that although neighborhoods play an
uriportant role as predictors of housing satisfaction and mobility (Cook and Bruh 1993;

Harris 1995; Oropesa, 1989; Lee et. al., 1994) participants in the study could not move

out soleIy because they were dissatisfied wîth the neighborhood. They moved only when
they were dissatisfied with their housing, but most relocated withui the neighborhood or

adjacent neighborhoods- Similarly, residents'

perception

of such neighborhood

characteristics as neighborhood crime, neighborhood deterioration, neighborhood socioeconornic status, social ties and the quality of public schools did not detennine theu
movement out of the neighborhood. The existence of problerns in the neighborhood
influenced participants to move from one part of the neighborhood to another o r from one
block to another on the same Street. Most of these households did not move from the
neighborho od despite being dissatisfied by this residential environment. They recognized
that given their meagre economic resources, they had very few housing and neighborhood
options (Spain 1990). These households, thus, learned to iive in housing enWonments
that they were dissatisfied with by developing what Bruin and Cook (1997) refer to as
ccunconventional"housing preferences.

5.4 Community Ties

Mobility Iiterature has suggested that social relations are important sources of

social support for families (Coleman 1988: Pnbesh and Downey 1999). Some have argued
that close ties to family can h d e r geographic and social relocation of low-income people.
Yet O thers argue that residentiai mobility breaks ties between residents in a cornrnunity.
This disruption of social ties in tum negatively affects children's academic attainment
(Coleman l988,l99O). The erosion of children's experience of geographic cornmunity in
highly mobile contexts Ieads to negative consequences for the long-term well-being of

chiidren of highly mobiie households.

However, when the pattern of mobility was examined for respondents in th& study,
it was found that most moved locdly within their neighborhood or local area As in
Lamer's (1990) study, fjndings from the present study suggest that local moves did not
adversely affect residents' social ties and were even viewed positively by some
respondents. In this connection, a signilicant fmding however was that these single
mothers had fewer and weaker social ties to start with, and ver). low neighbor support and
interaction. In addition, most of the respondents did not have strong attachments to their
comrnunity and did not participate in any neighborhood social activities- For example, the

participants who reported that they had moved into this and previous neighborhoods
because they had a fiiend o r relatives there,

&O

reported that they rareIy did things

together. Other respondents reported that they kept to thernselves. This is in line with
Gunnarsson and Cochran's (1990) hypothesis that single mothers who have fewer social
and personal ties have much lower neighbor support than that of single mothers of a

higher class, and that this lessened support rnight be due to Living in substandard houshg
areas where crime and f e u are high-

Active participation in neighborhood activities and events enable local residents to
develop social connections and mutual self-help, and they be@ to i d e n t e more closely
with the neighborhood and comrnunity in which they iïve in (Oropesa 1989). However,

none of the respondents in the study belonged to a neighborhood improvement
association, and did not know if there w u one in their neighborhood. Thus when they had
problems in their communities, they opted to move out of the neighborhood or learned to
live with the problems- It is this kind of weak social ties that is viewed as one of the key

factors that contributes to inner city decay and is the cause of children's problems in
ïmpoverished neighborhoods-

5.5 Housing Choice versus Constraints
In the literature on residential mobility, moWig is seen as a process through which

households adjust their consumption to suit their needs or preferences. Moves are viewed

as rational decisions that are voluntady undertaken by households either up or down the
housing hierarchy. Mo bility modeling processes suggest that mo bility is a rationai choice
where individuals count the benefits and costs of moving before deciding to move. Thus, a
key issue in determining mobility seems to be if people c m choose whether and where to

move to and if they have enough resources to cope with the movz (StokoIs and Shumaker,
1982; Larner 1990). However, choice is inextncably related to constraints- Aii the actors'
judgments about possible courses of action and choices occur within a wider social
structure, affecting division of both resources at the disposai of actors and opportuniues
(Mandic 200 1). Housing and neighborhood choice therefore depends on the individual

preferences as weil as circurnstances and the given range of options.

Some of the participants in this study found it dficult to determine between
voluntüry and forced moves as circumstances in their lives were such that a v o l u n t q
move could tum out to be forced and vice versa. Although they also reported that there
were plenty of houses to choose frorn, these houses wei-e of very poor condition and most
did not have enough space for their Fanilies. Besides, they could not afford those that

were big enough for them or those that were located in neighborhoods that were out of
the inner city. Even those who had previously lived in public housing had not lived in their

preferred locations, because the houshg agency assigns available housing using criteria
that does not take into consideration most of the applicant's feelings concerning certain
locations.

The fmdings here indicate that residential mobility for the poor families in this
study is a constrained choice that does not resolve housing needs or preferences. These
low-incorne households do not move "upwards' in the housing hierarchy to better houses
and neighborhoods- Instead, they tend to move 'lateraIlyYor horizontaliy between houses

of similar marginal quality and inadequate space requirements, because this is the only kind
of housing that is accessible, given their meager economic resources.
Another signifcant fmding in this study is that what appear to be "'erratic" and
"short-notice" decisions to move (Roistacher 1975; Short 1996) have in fact been
carefuily considered and well thought out. What would appear as personal preferences for

constant relocation are u s u d y dictated by the socio-economic circurnstances of the
movers and the housing market in which they operate. Further, the fmdings of this study
indicate that despite a reduced locus of control, chronic movers stiü have their own sense
of agency to act when housing conditions become unbearable- Even with little resources
for moving, they stiu take charge and move their children out of bad housing and

neighborhood conditions. Co nsequently, the reasons that one would expect might compel
them to stay in one location are the same reasons that motivate thern to keep moving. As

in Bartlett's (1997) research, the participants in the current study moved even when they
knew thüt it would be no better in the new housing or neighborhood. Given that their
meager resources lirnited their ability to compete in the housing market, this also limited

their housing choices to what Spain (1990) c d s ";ieighborhoods of last resort", wïth the
most deterio rated, albeit l e s t expensive, houshg
Thus, for the low-income single mothers, the decisions to move or stay in a g v e n
residential environment was influenced by both Fdfnily structure and constrained resources.
Because their choices are confined to the most deteriorated and least expensive housing
(Spain 1990), they move frequentiy in an attempt to reduce housing costs. However, with

each move their housing aEordability deches and housing quality does not improveThus, what the female householders experience at each move is horizontal o r downward
mo bility. Even when they had "develo ped 'unconventional' housing preferences" (Bruin
and Cook (1997), these female-headed households could not to tally 'avoid' dissatisfaction

with their ho using environments. Instead, as housing aordability declined and ho using
quality f d e d to irnprove at each moved, they became more and move dissatisfied and

move frequently as a way of dealing with the unsatisfactory housing conditions-

5.6 Residential Mobility and Inadequate Housing Conditions
The preceding dkcussio n has identified severrd dimensions of the housing pro blems
experienced by low-income F;unilies. The housing deficiencies cited by the respondents in
this study as the reasons for frequent residentiai moving are interrelated and

interdependent. Housing affordability and suitability were the most frequently cited
reasons for recent and past moves. As indicated earlier, the problem of housïng
affordability is a manifestation of an extreme level of poverty among Aboriginal singleparent women and Ieads to the problems of housing suitabiiity and adequacy, Since these

poor single-parent households couid not afford to live in better houses, they moved
frequently as a way of CO ping with substandard housing environments.

This finding confirms Spain's (1990) contention that femde householders' meager
economic resources limit their ability to compete in the housing market, and are thus
disproportio nately located in central city neighborhoods with the oldest most deteriorated
housing and lowest rents. This interpretation resonates well with Cook and Bruin's (1997)
assertion that female-headed and racial minority households tend to have the fewest
housing and neighborhood options because their mobility is restrïcted within a particular
urban setting due to housuig market discrimination and iiinited hancial resources.

According to Clathworthy (1996) and Beavïs et al- (1998), chronic mobility among
Abonginal households in major Canadian cities is due to a combination of the 'factors of
multiple disadvantage' such as race, gender, education and income. Consequently, the
urban Aboriginals continue to experience extremely poor housing conditions because they
have Io wer inco mes than the generai population. Aboriginal single parent families, large

families and women-headed families were found to be worst hit by adverse economic
conditions and very poor housing conditions (Beavis et al. 1998). Aborigfnal fernale
headed household in this study also tended to have larger f a d e s . Because of their
experience of multiple dîsadvantages, Abonginal female-headed households moved
frequently in a bid to resolve their housing situation.
For participants in this study, housing problems reflect their low household income
and reduced Ievels of purchasing power in the housing market. Lower incornes are
attributed to lower levels of educational attainment, employrnent status and dependence
on welfare. Many of these low-income households were therefore forced to trade off

quality andor housing space in order to acquire housing that they could afford. Moreover,

many of the households paid rents that were too high for accommodation that was
inadequate in t e m s of quality, andior unsuitable in Light of the household's space needs.

5.7 Implications for Planning Policy
This study suggests that for a majority of highly mobiie families, constant moving
c m be explained by a combination of multiple factors: low levels of education, low

labor

force participation, low household incornes and a housîng market that pushes them into
occupying poorly maintained housing stock at the lowest end of the private rental sector.
Despite moving frequently, seriai movers continue to live in low quality and often-

unsuitable private rented housing.
The reasons for mobility warrant the consideration of more effective policies and

progrms to directly address the housing conditions as experienced by the highly mobile
farnilies, especially those f d - e s with young and school-aged chddren and headed by

single low-income Aboriginal women who depend on social assistance. Most of these
families need low cost rentd units that are Iage enough to accommodate their families.
However, there are no such units that are currently c i v ~ a b l ein sufficient numbers and at

affordable rates to accommodate these low-income farnilies. For cornmunity planning to
be effective in the neighborhood the input of these women should be sought and

accornmodated by planners and agencies working to revitalize neighborhoods iike William
Whyte area.

Our findhgs indicate that most frequent rnovers have very low incomes and have
been unemployed for a long tirne, such that initiatives to resolve the problem of housing in

the inner city should have a 'housing plus' solution- This means that initiatives attempting
to increase the supply of adequate, suitable and affordable housing for low-hcome f d e s
must also take into account the need for: a) appropriate training and employment and b)
chiId care, for low-income single mothers- Appropriate training and employment would

pro vide income stability for families and individuals in this neighborhood. Income stability
for households wï.il play a signifIcant part in improving the quality of We for these
households and enabIe them to make better and informed housing and neighborhood
choices. Neighborhood revitalization prograins should, consider providing more economic
opportunities for the poor in this neighborhoods so that families can earn a steady incorne
that could enable them to move upwards in the social and housing hierarchy-

Present initiatives do no t seem sufficiently stress attention to the pressing needs of
most of the households heüded by the low-income single mothers on social assistancePrograms that have attempted to provide aciequate, accessible and affordable housing for
low-incorne people and Aboriginal people in generai have maurly been geared towards
home O wnership. M i l e these innovative approaches have assisted many Aboriginal peo pIe
to access home ownership, they have not addressed the housing needs of the most
vulnerable Aboriginal population i-e. the single parent women with larger households and
on social assistance. Thus, community development organizations should develop more
innovative approaches that c m reach, and cater for, those who are most marginalised.
For many of the l o w - h o m e single mothers, home ownership is not a viable o r
realistic option. If the housing needs of these wornen are to be catered for, the
develo pmen t of dfordable quality rental pro perties should be considered. As weli, the
concerns of low-income renters should be identified and incorporated into neighborhood

irnprovernent programs- Community building initiatives should also take more gender
considerations into their program planning and implementauon-

Like earlier studies (Clathworthy 1983; 1996), these fmdings suggest that present
housing programs especi-

for low-income Aboriginal single rno thers, are clearly no t

operating at the scale necessary to cope with the housing needs of this population. Current
cornmunity development and planning initiatives do not seem to have either identified the
factors that affect housing consumption among low-income single mo thers nor have taken
into account their viewpoin ts concemïng housing deficiencies in formulation of housing
programs. As such, aU the service providers should seriously reconsider present
approaches to dealing with housing in the inner city and specificdly the issue of persistent
residential mo bility among Abonginal low-incorne single mo thers.
It is acknowledged that frequent residential changes may lead to frequent school
changes for children. But the study fmdings challenge assumptions by the school

authonties that suggest that parents change housing (and therefore transfer children from
their schools) because of difficulty in locating safe and dfordable housing w i h the

boundaries of their children's schools, or Iack of knowledge with rental markets in their
neighborhoods. A number of respondents interviewed indicated that they did not f k d any
dficulty in locating accommodation once they decided to move and that there were many
houses to choose from. Their main pro blem was no t their inability to locate rentai housing,
but their inability to pay for decent housïng.

This study also suggests that since most of the rnovers relocated within the sarne
neighborhood or neighborhoods in close proximity, their children did not change schools

as often as they changed residence. In fact, the change of schools was minimal, as

compared to changes in residence. The fuiding that a majonty of the children of chronic
residential movers did not change schools as Often as they changed residence suggests that
poor acadernic performance for highly mobile children may be explaïned by such factors as
po or housing conditions o r neighborhood environments, ratber than frequent changes of
residence.
The current study was conducted with only those who had moved two or more

times in the past four years- The s tudy did no t examine the views of those who had used
policy interventions programs such as community develo pment workers and housing
registries. While it is possible that such programs might have some impact on frequent
movers, it is clear from chronic movers in this study that such interventions have not
stoppcd them from constant moving. For respondents in this study, it is evident that
situations in their lives are such thrit they have to move as a way of coping with their poor
housing conditions, o r trying to fmd a resolution to their housing pro blems.
While not wishing to detract from particular successes of various initiatives to curb
high student mobility, this study c d s for a further re-evaluation of these initiatives with a
view to render them more culturdly appropriate. It is likely that houskg programs that

pro vide residents with a sense of control over their environment should result in residential
and neighborhood satisfaction for participants, and thus lead to family stability in the

neighborhood. Prograns that support an internai locus of control would positively
influence both housing and neighborhood satisfaction.
Given the role that poor quaiity housing plays in frequent mobility, this study
supports those who see a solution to chronic mobility in irnproved access both to
employment and secure affordable housing. Since the study indicates that a nurnber of

factors corne together to cause persistent relocation, cornmunity planning for this
neighborhood should incorporate more non-physical planning goals for it to be more
holistic. Neighborhood revitalization strategies for this neighborhood should strive to
make physical developrnent more of a vehicle for achieving social and economic equity for
Aboriginal Ione parent women.

5.8 Contributions of this Study

Most residentid mobility research has been done using census data showing
cornparisons of place of residence at two points in tirne - five years apart. This provides a
misleading picture of mobdity because such data does not uiçlude a record of ali other

changes of residence within those two points in tirne. Moves that occur when people live
in a residence for only a short time are under-reported or missed altogethex-. Because the

bulk of mobiiity research h a tended to examine residential locations only at one or two
points in h e , it has been difficult to say anything conclusive about the residential mobility
patterns and changes in housing and neighborhood quality resulting from the moves. This
study records residential mobility histories for the study period in order to capture aU the
moves that occur during this period, and the origin and destination neighborhood for each
move. These mobiliiy records determine the pattern of mobility and factors, at each move,
that have initiated the decision to change residence.
One of the main limitations of most mobility studies is that they are predominantly
quantitative and have mainly depended on the use of aggregate popdation data and

general behavioral mobility models. These strategies do not provide adequate
contextualized knowledge on the nature of residentkal mobility between different

population groups or within individuai groups- To overcome these limitations, the present
study collected qualitative data through in-depth interviews with families in order to obtain

a clearer insight ïnto the issues of housing and residential mobility within a sample of lowincome individu&

in Winnipeg. The face-to-face in-depth interviews provided

opportunities for the highly mobile population to share their histories, and perceptions of
housing issues, with the i n t e ~ e w e r The
,
mobility histories gave the frequent movers an
identity and agency beyond their position as marginalised groups- This enables us to better

understand how different life experiences have combuied to place them in a position of
constant mobility,

The main merit of this study therefore lies in its examination of the pattern and

reasons for frequent mobility m o n g low-income Familiamilies in an irnpoverished
neighborhood using quditative interviewing. As discussed earlier, mobility studies have
often been conducted with rnainstream population samples using quantitative data. The
present study advances previous knowledge about the residential mobility of the urban
poor, particuldy poor Aboriginal Ione-parent women in Winnipeg. In Canada, this study
goes dong way to highiïght the plight of poor Aboriginal Ione parent women, an area of

investigation that has been neglected for a long tirne - e s p e c i i y for Winnipeg, a city with
the Iargest Aboriginal population in Canada.

5.9 Implications for Future Research
The findings in this study open a number of avenues for future research. First they
support a cali for a long-term study of a larger sample of respondents and their children. It
is important to identiCy if and how persistent relocation influences long-term behavioral

outcornes for children from highly mobile fcimilramilies. The relationship between mobility and

academic performance c m be clarified by ùivestigating O ther factors that cause families to

move iike poverty, farnily status and the kmds of neighborhoods that mobile students and
f d e s live in.
Multiple factors impact academic achievement for children. It would be beneficial
to investigate other factors associated with residential mobility, such as race, incorne and
family structure, so as to determine the comection between these factors and poor

academic performance, This would guide the developrnent of individualized programs that
address the specific areas of concem for highly mobile students and families.
Findings in this study, based on the in-depth face-to-face interviewing of highly
mobile Aboriginal single parent women of Wiitiam Whyte neighborhood, indicate that both
personal and structural hctors influence their chronic mobfity. Research that compares
the pattern and causes of moving for Aboriginal and other disadvantaged non-Aboriginal

groups would provide additionai insight into the factors that influence the residential
mo bility of dHerent groups-

Nthough the need for affordable housing ha been shown to lead to a high
concentrations o f poor Aboriginals in the inner city. racial discrimination in other parts of

Winnipeg's housing market was also cited as a factor that limited people's housing search
to areas and neighborhoods with (perceived) Iower chances of discrimination, There is

therefore, a need to investigate how discrimination due to race, gender and socioeconomic status influences Aboriginal households as well as non-Aboriginal households
that reside in irnpoverished neighborhoods in Winnipeg.

Planners, researchers and comrnunity organizations who want to better understand
the effects of frequent residential changes on student achievement and neighborhood

instability in Winnipeg should coilaborate to examine the relationship between mobility
and race, gender, socio-economiç levels, and family status and housing conditions. Both

quantitative and qualitative analyses of the relatio nships between these factors shod d be

carried out in order to guide formulation of policies intended to build stable schools and

communities.
Literature has suggested that female householders' "move into certain
'neighborhoods of last resort' tends to mark the beginning of the eventual abandonment of
that housùig" (Spain 1990, p, 90). Given such an assertion, and given the high rates of
housing abandonment in Winnipeg's inner core, it would be worthwhile to ïnvestigate the
relationship between the concentration of Aboriginal fernale householders and housing
abandonment in parts of Winnipeg's inner city.

APPENDICES
APPENDIX A: INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
Appendix A l :Introduction/Greetings
Hello, we are conducting a study on the residential mobility among families Living in
downtown Wnipeg. We want to talk to families with school age children. Do you have
children living here? Are they o f school age? (Yes/No).

If No-.. (End of interview), Th& You,

If Yes ... proceed: Could I speak to a parent (caregiver) or the head of the household?

This interview has some questions about where you are living now and where you have
lived in the past. There are also a few questions about yourseif and your household, May
1 ask you some questions? (If Yes, have the respondent read and sign statement of

irzformed consent fûrnt)-

Appenàix A2: Statement of Informed Consent
This research is being conducted as part of the requirements for the Master of City
Planning at the University of Manitoba. The research is king conducted among families
with children living in the inner city of Winnipeg- The purpose of the research is to
understand why families move frequently and how frequent moves impact comrnunities
and schools in the inner city. An understanding of the context and causes of fiequent
family moves c m help schools to put in place more effective interventions to reduce the
number of pupil transfers in the inner city schools. This will &O help planners and al1 the
to access
agencies working with the community to design strategies that assist fdes
decent, affordable housing in the neighborhood and locations of their choice. The
interview questions will include cost and condition of housing, how residents feel about
their neighborhoods and how ofien they have moved in the last four years and why.

Your Rights as a Participant
Your signature on the Iriformed Consent Form indicates that you have understood, to
yo ur satisfaction, the information regarding participation in the research project and agree
to participate as a participant. 1n no way does this waive your legal rights nor release the
researcher, or involved institution, frorn their l e p l and professional responsibilities. You
should feel free to ask for clarification or new information durhg the course of the
i n t e ~ e w You
.
are also free no t to answer any of the questions during the interview or can
stop the interview at anytirne. If you have m y questions concerning your participation in
this project, you may contact the Department of City Planning, University of Manitoba,
and ask for Rae Bridgman (advisor) Phone 474-7532,
Informed Consent Form
I give permission for the researcher to ask questions about my housïng history and related
issues. 1 understand that my answers are confidentid. 1 will not be identifed by narne in
the reports that are written from the research- 1 Eurther understand that 1 can refuse to
answer some questions/sections or can stop the interview at any tirneSignature of participant
Signature of researcher
Date of interview

Appendix A3: Interview 1nsmiment4
A. General Household Information

Including you, how many people live here?
What are the ages of children living with you and how nany are attenciing school? (The
table belo w was used to record the information for each child.)

First
Name

Age
(Years)

Sex
(M, F)

Relationship to Current school Grade
respondent
(1999/00)

Previous
SCho O l(s)

(More space was used where needed)
2. Are there o ther people who occasionaliy stay with you? Yes/No
3 . If yes.. . please what is their relationship to you?
4. When do they stay with you and for how long?

B. Current Housing Situation
1. Tell me more about your current home.

a Location (street name only)

" Various parts adapced from the following:
a)

b)
C)

d)

e)

Newman. S. J. and Duncan. G. J. (1979). Residential problems. dissatisfaction and mobility. Journal of
Arnerican Planninc Asociation, 451154-1
66.
Varady, D-P. (1983). Determinants of residential mobility decisionsr The role of government services in relation
to other Factors- Journal of the Amencan PIanninc Association, 49(2): 184-99.
Shafcr, D. and Primo, N- (1985). The drterminantq of household migration in and out of ùistressed
ncighborhoods. Urban Studies. 22, 339-347
Higgitt. N- C. (1994).Factors influencin* residential rnobilitv amonr familics with children Iivinr in a lowincome area of Winniper. Manitoba. Fundcd project by Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC).
Ottawa, CR File 6585/H061-2.
Buerkle, Karla. (1997)- Mobile Children And Families: Qualitative and Quantitative Explorations on the
Meaning and Impact of Residential Mobility and School Changes. P6.D Thesis. University of Minnesota

0 How long have you lived here? (yearshonths)
O What is your housing situation (owner/renting/stayin

with family or

frienddstaying in shelter)
O Reasons for rnoving here
O How did you fînd this place?
(Probe: newspaper, fnend, school or agency help)
0 Did you have any difficulties finding this place?
O Were there very many places to choose from? ( Y e s M o )
What type of dwelling do you live in? (Researcher to observe the kind of d w e h g and
indicate whether it was one of the following, Lf participant was not beùig interviewed at
home, researcher asked the participant to identify and describe the d w e h g ) .
0 Single family detached house
O Room(s) in a single family house

2.

O Townhouse
0 Apartrnent building

a Mobile home
O Other

3. Briefly describe the condition of the d w e b g ? (If the participant was inteniewed at
home, the researcher took notes on the description of the d w ë h g ; if participant was
interviewed away from their residence, participants were asked them to provide the
descriptien)-

4. Were you able to choose where to move? (Yes/No)

If yes, why did you choose to move this place? (Probed in ternis of following reasons)
Amount rent paid
O Layout and arnenities
O Location,
Neighborhood,
P Near friendsffamiiy
Farniliar with buildingkarea
Other

a

a
a
a

5. Does the current accommodation have enough space for your family?

Ifrenting, how much do you pay for this place per month?

1How much rent do you pay per month?
1 How much do you pay for utilities?
How rnkhdo you pay for parking?
TOTAL MONTHLY HOUSING COSTS

1

$
$

7. How would you describe the rent for this unit? (Probed whether Fairmnfair)
8. Do you have any housing problems in your present home? (Probed in terms of the
EoUowing)
0 Problems with cracks in wallsfsagging floorsf crumbling ceilings
Pro blems wiîh drainsjho t waterf toilets/sinks and tubs no t w o r b g
Problems with rats, cockroaches and other vermin
Whether the house is w m enough

O

a
a

9. Can you teli me if you have any problems in your current home related to the

landlord or caretaker? Probed such aspects as:
O Not prompt in fiwng things when requested
O Does not keep buildin@surroundings clean
O No problerns
O Other comments on the management of the building

10. How would you compare this place with the one you last moved from? Probed
whether
O It is the same
O This place is better t h m ...
O The other place was better
0 1 d o n t know, o r difficult to teil
11. Do you intend to rnove again? (Yes/No)

12. When you are deciding about whether to move o r not, what kinds of things do you

consider? Probed on the followuig factors:
O Effects on children
O Need to get closer to famiiyffriends
O Type of neighborhood
O Adequacy of housing
O Affordability
O Condition of dweiling
Availability of Imndry faciliùes or play space for children

a

1

O Others

C . Mobility History
1. How many tirnes have you moved since January 1997 (last four years)2. Teil me more about ali the places that you have lived from January 1997 to the
present, staning with the current residence.
Location
(Address)

Length of stay Housingtype
(Fro m ---To--)

Tenure
(Ownership)

Reason for moving out

Did your children have to change schools? Yes/No

3. If yes, how many times has each chiid had to change schools in the last four years?
(Probed for each child using the table below)

Child's Name or Number of times child Reason (s) for moWig fiom each school
position in hmily
changed schooIs

4. Tell me how moving rnakes you feel? For example, what was good about rnoving?
What was bad when moving?

5. What effect has moving had o n your children's academic performance?
-

-

--

.

-

-

6. Teil me ho w you feel about the school(s) and your child's school performance.

D. Neighborhood Information/Perceptions
1. How would you describe this neighborhood? Participants were asked to comment on
any or all of the following aspects:

a The kids (Well behavedMoisy.. ..)

0 The streets/yards/grounds and houses (Clean and well kept?)

m Playing spaces (Availability/Adequacy)
0 Adequacy of street iightïng

O Any O ther aspect/comment

a How does this neighborhood compare to the one(s) you h e d in previously?
What kinds of problems are present in this neighborhood? Probed in terms of the
following issues:
People breaking into homes to try and steal something
0 Sale and use of illegai dmgs
0 People beïng robbed, mugged or ro bbed on the streets
O Existence of gangs or hookers
Other (Please specw)
Do landlords or residents take proper care of their property? E-g.,are yards,
houses, and grounds weii kept?
Are there abandoned or boarded up or run down buildings in your neighborhood?
Please explain whether this is a big or s m d pro blem

Have you persondy or other people you know persondy experienced any specific
problerns in this neighborhood? Yes/No
if Yes, what kinds of problems?

-

How do you feel about this neighborhood as a place to live? Probed whether they like
it or not, whether they feel sde or unsafe?

9. Out of the locations that you have lived, which could you rate as the best one?
Why do you rate it thac way?
10. Which one could you rate as the worst place you ever Lived and why?

E. Social Connections
1. Do you have any fnends or relatives living in this neighborhood? Ys/No
2. If you have relatives/friends living in your neighborhood, how helpful are they in
helping you out with kids and other things? (Probed the extent of help e.g- do they

sometimes help, are no t helpful at di,generally helpfùi or very helpful?

3. How well do you know your neighbors? (Probed whether knows them very well, they
are acquahtances, fi-iends or they help each other out sometimes)

4. What kinds of things do you do (if any) with your neighbors and other neighborhood

residents?

5. Do you know of any sociai groups, clubs, o r orgünizations in this neighborhood?
(Probe whether they kno w of neighborhood improvement, tenant o r parent-teacher
associations, etc.)
If Yes.. . Do you belong to any of these groups? (YedNo)

LF Yes ... What kinds of activities does your group engage in?
If does not belong to any club ...Why not?

F. Demographic Information
Gender of the respondent (indicated by researcher)
What race do you consider yourself!
What is your marital status?

0 Single/ separated

O Mvried
O Divorced
O Widowed
What is your age group?

6. What is the highest education you have completed?
Less than high school (what grade)
High school graduate
College/technical school (# of years)
S O me university
University graduate
Other education, elaborate:

+

7 . Are you employed now? (Yes/No)

If No.. . Have you ever been employed? (Yes/No)
If currently employed, teii me more about that employment:
O Occupation
O Fuli tirne/ part timel occasional
0 Number of hours a week

G. Econornic Resources
1What are your sources of income for your household?
O Employment
Government /social assistance

a

O Business

O Familyffrïends
O Unernplo yment Insurance
O C h i Support..
~
.
2. Approximately how much did your household earn in the year 1999?
Under $5,000
O $10,000 - is,ooo

O

0 $l6,OO - 20,000
0 $21,000 and 25,000
0 $26,000 - 30,000
0 $3 1,000 - 35,000
0 $36,000 - 40,000
0 $41,000 -5,0000
O Over 50.000
3. How weU does your household income meet your fmily needs?
0 Enough to get on by

0 Not enough
More than enough

Thank you so much for taking the time to participate in this study and for sharing this
information with me.

End: Date/Time of Interview:
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